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To Return March 5-6, April 29-30

Gregory Considers Semester Stint

DICK GREGORY ... Scholar -in -Residence

By TERRY PENNEL
Daily Staff Writer
Amid shouts of "right on" and "tell
it" from a capacity audience in the
Loma Prieta Room of the College
Union, Dick Gregory delivered his second major addr es s as this year’s
Scholar-in-Residence.
Although he repeated much of his
Nov. 24 speech, to the disappointment
of some. the 38-year-old Black author,
comedian and civil rights activist still
drew thunderous applause and bursts
of laughter as he attacked the establishment and lauded the "human rights
movement" in America.
Gregory launched his address with a
discussion of capital punishment.
"Something leaves me cold about
the electric chair. White Christians
preach ’Thou shalt not kill’ and yet a
priest leads you to the chair," Gregory
said. "The priest says he hates to see
yrs get it that way but the ’more power
to you.’
"If we’re going to have capital punishment, we should do it right. We
should put all the cats in the chair on
Christmas morning and run one master
switch to the White House Christmas
tree," he suggested.
UNFINISHED
As he gazed at the concrete and brick
walls in the newly-constructed College
Union, Gregory quipped: "It’s a beautiful building but when they gonna finish it?"
When informed that student funds
payed for the structure, he said "If you
take this over, they can’t do a damn
thing about it."
Gregory also had stinging words for

President Nixon and "that other dude
that runs around with him."
"Nixon proved what a sad state
America is in today. Out of 200 million
citizens, the most honest man he could
come up with was a Haynesworth," he
said. "Nixon underestimated you kids.
You forced him on TV to discuss a

An 8-12 p.m. "Indian Pow-Wow"
will be held tomorrow at Redwood
School, 13925 Fruitvale Ave. in Saratoga, supporting the Indians on Alcadents to bring one can of food and a
traz Island. Sponsors (ire asking stularge supply of "moral support."

Vietnam pilicy he hasn’t got. Ask LIU
how much effect young folks have got.
"Nixon’s something else. The press
televised him at a football game in
Arkansas but not your moratorium.
Nixon ought to go to an Indian reservation and let the damn press report him
presenting ci plaque to the Indians representative of the country’s No. 1 oppressed citizens," he said.
"Agnew’s too dumb to be one person," Gregory contended. "He’s dumb
enough to be a whole city. I wouldn’t
be surprised if he hijacked a train and
said ’take me to Cuba.’ Agnew reminds
me of a cat that would make crank

calls to Moscow on the hot-line."
Gregory also commented on his recent trip to Paris and his meeting with
North Vietnamese and National Liberation Front representatives. According
to Gregory, they don’t want Lt. Calley
to "take the rap for basic American
policy."
"You young folks have got to ask a
simple but important question," he said.
"If democracy is as great as we say it
is, why must America run all over the
world and ram it down other people’s
throats? Only when we make this democracy work right can we bring the
guns home."
Gregory also pointed out that when
the U.S. does something conflicting
with world opinion, there are always
broken windows in American embassys
or American books burned. However,
according to Gregory, this trend is noticeably absent since the evolvement
of the peace movement in this country.
NO DEGENERATES
"Nothing has been burned at the
embassys, not one book, because of the
moratoriums," he said. "They now
know there’s someone besides sick degenerates running this country.
"The saddest thing about this country is that it lies what it’s all about.
Mao Tse Tung, Hitler and Kosygin,
sick is they are and were, never lied.

America is the only country on the
face of the earth which lies what she’s
about.
"We lie to you 24 hours a day," he
explained. "When you catch us, we
call it the generation gap. It’s a sick
country that you’ve got to give sanity
to."
Gregory also had some words about
the recent slaying of Black Panther
Fred Hampton.
"I hope you’re concerned about what
happened to Fred Hampton," he stated.
"I just hope morally and ethically that
I would be uptight if 28 KKK were
killed like Fred. I don’t know but I
hope I would.
"Most Black folks aren’t a threat to
White folks when they’re asleep like
admitted.
he
scared,"
Fred.
I’m
"There’s no telling when they’ll kick
my door in and kill my babies. That’s
what we’re talking about."
In his closing remarks, Gregory
lauded the Black Studies Program at
SJS its "the best in the country to my
knowledge. I hope that when you leave
here you’ll he better people because
of the Black Studies Program."
With that, the Scholar-in-Residence
left the stage to a standing ovation
to conclude this semester’s activities.
Gregory will return to campus Mar.
5-6 and Apr. 29-30 to resume a similar
schedule of events.

Asia -American Studies Sought;
PAAC Advocates B.A. Degree
Students who are interested in erasing the idea of the "non-descript"
Asian-American are presently formulating curriculum plans for an Asian American Studies Department.
Asian -Americans numeer approximately 1.100 students on campus.
The Progressive Asian -American Coalition (PAACI imier chairman, Steve
Takakuwa, is asking for the department to be opened by next fall and
offering a bachelor’s degree.
sophomore student
;I
TakalillWil,
council member, indicat eel that varao ts
administrators hied been approached
and they had given encouraging reports.
The Asian -American Studies
was supported by Student

idea
who

unanimously passed a resolution in
early November.
The current curriculum planned
would offer three basic courses including the Asian-American Experience which said Takakuwa "is to a
great extent an omission or misrepresentation of Asian - Americans in
white history books."
The second relates to community
needs from which the college cannot
be removed.
Finally, classes should be offered in
the social sciences, psychology and sociology.
The Asian -American, indicated Takakuwa, is prone to continue their
lifelong habits of hard work and quiet
acceptance of second-rate citizenship.

UBSA Circulates Petition
The United Black Students for Action is circulating a petition calling for
the removal or transfer of Royce Hall
head resident Liz Kennedy, charging
her with racism and incompetence.
The UBSA circulated the petition at
a rally yesterday afternpin on Seventh Street. The rally was called to
protest police action against the Black
Panther Party all oser the United
States.
Stephan McClendon, chairman of the
UBSA, accused Mrs. Kennedy of applying a double standard for Black and
White students in Royce Hall. He also
said that Mrs. Kennedy sent letters to
the parents of 11 Black coeds, accusing
them of smoking marijuana in their
rooms, having men in their rooms after
hours, and other irregularities. McClendon said no White girls had received such letter:.
Mrs. Audrey Bednarz. assistant hous-

Last Day To Buy
Happening Tickets
to Commiiiiieatien-in-Itesidenee’s (lay
long happening on Saturday at La
Honda. Tickets ($1.501 are available at
the CIR booth on Seventh St. The day
consists of a panel discussion, verbal
and non-verbal encounter eroups, dinner and informal discussions,

ing director for SJS, told the Daily
that she had no knowledge of any such
letters.
"She’s (Mrs. Kennedy) making attacks on people without facts," McClendon told the crowd of about 100
students. "She has no evidence, no
facts, no anything ... She causes more
conflict in the dorm than the students
do."
The petition calls for Mrs. Kennedy’s
removal or transfer. McClendon said he
would prefer for her to be transferred
to another position at the college.
Michael Torrence, defense chairman
for the UBSA, climaxed the rally with
a call for students to stand up against
the attacks on the Black Panthers.
"We, the Black students of San Jose
State, denounce the murder, by the
racist pigs, of the Black Panthers."
he said. Torrence said Chicago Panther Fred Hampton. slain by Chicago
police earlier in the week, had been
shot in bed.
"The attack on the Black Panther
Party is only a prelude. When they finish With the Black Panther Party, they
can come after every nigger out here,
and that includes the White niggers,
tisL" he exclahned.
Torrence then led the crowd in a
moment of silence, fists raised in the
Black power salute.
Mohamed Hassan opened the rally
with a call for oppressed people all
over the world to unite.

"We’re good gardners," Takakuwa
said smilingly, "and as long as we
are neat and quiet the white man
doesn’t notice us."
discrimination
1 he
Nonetheless,
against the Asian -American is subtle.
Arty Kameda, chairman of curriculum
development of PAAC, said that the
Asian-American could probably move
into a middle class neighborhood without the discrimination met by the
Blacks and Chicanos.
"They use us for minority when it is
useful, but when we apply as minority
for funding, for example, the Educational Opportunity Program I EOPI,
they say "we’re not a minority."
vamecla pointed nut that PAAC will
push for a full department but it looks
as though it will go through in stages.
He said that a survey would he taken
to determine how many people will
take classes in this department.
In early April PAAC hopes to sponsor an Asian-American Cultural Week
In conjunction with other Asian -American organizations. Speakers, films, arts
and music will he featured.
Asian -American students interested
in learning more about the program
may contact Kameda at 286-2379.

IT’S LIKE THISDick Gregory, 38 -year-old Black author, comedian, and civil rights activist held an informal
press conference yesterday morning with members of
the various CcirTIOUS media. The Scholar -in -Residence,
known for -telling it like it is," concluded this semester’s

SJS Plans
Second Set
S.J. Chicano Students Of Festivities
To See Skit, Tour

Chicano elementary, high school and
junior college students will be on campus today for the last day of SJS Chicano Cultuial series of events.
Students will tour the campus and
see a skit presented by the Teatro Urbano, a Chicago student group, in the
Loma Miens Room.
Tonight at 7:30 in Morris Dailey Auditorium Nuestra Nocha will be presented by Chicano Educational Opportunity Program (EOM students. Skits,
poetry readings, fashions, songs, and
mariachis will be some of the featured
events. Admission is free.
Mexican -American Studies faculty
and staff are holding open house to
which SJS students and eommunity are
invited. ’The Mexican -American Studies Dept., located at 156 S Ninth St.
is open from 2 to 530 p.m,

Another dedication, for the most
dedicated building on campus, will be
held next Wednesday night at 10:30.
The College Union will be dedicated
to SJS students.
The dedication program is in conjunction with the Lee Michaels concert
in the Union. The dedication will begin
right after the concert and will last
all night.
The program will have a brief ceremony, followed by music and dancing.
All the normal services, except the
cafeteria, will be open to students.
The program is sponsored by the
Associated Students. According to Jim
Walsh, an Edwards assistant, "The Associated Students want to make this
an out -of -sight all night party."
Members of student government are
planning to operate the facilities.
A.S. President James Edwards said.
"It is about time to have a dedication few the !wilily the hnildine really
belongs to the students."

appearances yesterday. Gregory will return to the SJS
campus March 5-6 and April 29-30 to resume a program
of "rap sessions,- class visitations and speaking engagements.

Former SJS Coed Knifed
While on Her Way Home
A former SJS coed’s condition was
described as satisfactory by attendants
at Valley Medical Center yesterday
after she was stabbed Wednesday night
while walking alone down a darkened
street near here.
Mrs. Penelope Erhart Casady, ’67
graduate in English of 645 S. 14th
St.., was returning home from the campus when her attacker leaped from the
shadows near the corner of 12th and
Reed streets and plunged a knife into
her chest an inch from the heart, police said.
The Nick Gravinitis Blues Band will
donate its share of the profits from the
A.S. dance Saturday night to hells pay
for Mrs. Casady’s medical expenses.
The 24 -year-old victim told police
she was walking east on the south side
of Reed Street when she heard footsteps behind her and a hand was
clasped over her mouth and a man’s
voice warned her not to scream
or she’d get cut."
She later recalled to Officer Don
Black that at about the same instant
the man brought his other atm arch-

ing over her shoulder and jammed the
knife into her chest.
The assailant then relonsed his victim, letting her crumple to the ground,
and fled on foot, according to Black.
Though police flooded the area with
patrol units within minutes, the knifer,
described as a Black male in his early
’20s with a slender build and a medium
natural haircut, was not located an
is still rit large.
She was rushed to San Jastr Hospital
and then transferred to Valley Medical
Center where she is presently undergoing treatment.
Less than two hours later and only
three blocks farther away, a second
coed fought off a would-be attacker.
Officer Greg Dodge said the 20-yearold girl was heading for her quarters
when she was accosted near the intersection cf 10th and William streets.
According to the victim, a white
man pulled up in his car alongside her,
got nut and attempted to pull her into
the automobile, but gave up when the
girt fivrtht and screamed for help. Shp
culled the police from her home.
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Editorial

Birth Control Now!
-paliii Daily full upports efforts
to create .1 birth control center :nailstudent, t fully -staffed.
ablc to
source of inform:if . expro!.
amination and education in birth eontrol is anticipated. lint stir!’ a el’
%%ill not lie easily acquired.
Largest of the many obstacles iti the
path ot thi- iiitich-necileil addition to
the educational community is money.
hc -tat- college health ser% ice system
currently is laboring under iliffirulties
similar to those of all other areas of
state col! ge need.
Secondly, iii the esetit of a sudden
-hilt t,. ..n-cattiptis funding of such
is I I I, -I Me. 1111111il outcry from
-,1"N
would charge the state
faetions
vertaiti
immediately %y id’ taritly rontIoning
tollege-age promiscuity. Stanford l iii c-it. a prisate institution. currently
i- limier fire for its straightforstard
stanI.
parents simply %s ill not gise
u.,Hent for th. hr **children- to lie -exto a system %%hid1 would offer
p.. .
an efficient solution to a growing
Locally- it i- not feasible that the
I bald! Ser% ire ran just "take o% er"
expensi%e and timesuch
Health Ser% ice
con-uniing program.
spokestuati emphasized that too many
persons %kw birth control as -dropping a nickel into a machine and getting a handful of pills...
It is estimated that birth control pills
alone
s 0111111f. sufficient for SJS)

Poetry

Homecoming
EDITOR’S NOTE: The following poem
wtis inspired by a nett spatter photograph
fames bringing his dead son
showing
I
to his %nage. The lat*’s hody is
wrapped in a poncho. The lather’s face Is
wrinkled in grief,
4.1c1)111. bads tims .014 selcome back from
ii litre
y 011 neser
base been. NN drome
limn,.
holm. to win’s,. suit. IlfN
lllll re will be.
A elrome
back to our -hop and fields where
1111 Siirk,11 .11111
is lien’ the light
of .1.es
is flashed in your is,’..
Halo tome now.
frozen in unthinkable terror. el.
back to your 11011111..
11111111. Is or toil laughed and ’med.
%%here estir Inels :Ices,. your heart beat.
II IN.,. and is jug ’lead 1111%. strong supple
arm- broken no%*. arms that used to ling
mu
islom I returned from aw fields broken.
Home. 5* or, our fautc. touched warni %%itli
Ime and flushed bid’ joy and blood. gone
torn fr
the flush of life. God that I
5* ire there and ill% arms enfolded soil and
roimorbal sou.
111/11.
1.1.11111f back
011 111% sum. Oh my
son it cll.
bark NS1114111111. I
III your
mother who burn you. missed you with her
breast. soothed lot
and worshiped you,
sselettene to your mother. fearing waiting
IT% ing praying
hoping.
*0111 my -on
weluunne I
George. Burns
415852

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the campus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Marsha Green, Daily Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in the
Daily Office, 3C208. Final decisions on use ot
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-space line.

would cost students *135,000 per year.
Laboratory costs for tss ire -yearly examinations rise to S50.000. And the
Ilealth Sri-% ice currently is operating
with half the staff deemed necessary
to perform its present duties effici
ently.
.Acatlemic Council Ims formed an ail
I oc committee which will seek revievs
and clarification of the statewide
II ealth proigrain. .A priority agenda item
i- surely the rontroversy and mechanics
of birth control.
Daily urges the committee to
fully ins estigatt all aspects of this most
college-reles ant crisis. Most important,
attimi must follow.

-rlle

"Ah am the ghost of Vietnam past ..."

Guest Room

’Reply to Charges of SJS Arab Students’
Ily An SJS Israeli ’ttiilt’iii
This is in reply to the charges made by
the Arab Students of SJS, that appeared
in the Spartan Daily Dec. 4.
In 1948, Israel was established as a Jewish state after 2,000 years of exile. The
land of Israel was the birthplace of the
Jewish people. The area that was called
Canaan and. later. Pabstine, was ruled by
Jews for marly 1.400 years. Palestine was
never an kral, yountry and has never Iteen
ruled by any independent, local Arab govthe time of Joshua, c. 1.200
ernment. F
BA:., to 135 A D.. and to the present time,
there have been Jewish residents in Israel.
And for 22 years Israel has been an huh.pendent state in the modem sense by international law. Great Britain took Palestine from the Ottoman Turks as a prize
of Warld A ar I. and declared., "His Majesty’s gover
mt looks with favor upon
the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine." This famous Balfour Declaration
was accepted by the League of Nations,
who gave Palest inc to Great Britain as a
mandate in 1923. It was this league which
created m
of the modern Arab states.
And finally the Jewish state became Israel by U.N. resolution and by virtue of
international law es en communist Russia recognized Israel as an independent
state I.
LIVING TOGETHER
In 1948. there were Jews and Arabs living in Palestine, which was at that time
a British possession. When the British
left, the Arab countries surro lllll ling Israel
did not want a Jewish state in the middle
of Arab states. so they attempted to push
the Jews into the Mediterranean Sea. The
Arabs a ght they would achieve their
within a week: after all, they were
100 million and there were only 700,000
Jews.
After the establishment of Israel, the
.Arali c llllll tries told Arabs living ill Israel
to move behind Arab military lines until
the Jews would be thrown into the sea,
leaving the land to the Arabs. About 800.0(i0 Arabs thus toluntarily accepted this
Arab propaganda and left. di-spite requests
from the new Israeli government to remain and become builders of a new and
de
ratie country I sonnthing unknown
in the Arab ;coati).
In 1048. the Jews decided to answer the
attack by seven Arab countries by defending themselves. They knew what Hitler,
with the collaboration of the Great Mufti
and the Arab League., had done to six
million Jews in Nazi Germany and elsewhere. and they were not about to let
the Arabs do the same thing. By 1948, several high-ranking members of Ilitlees Nazi
German gosernment had secretly immigrated into Egypt and taken Arab names
in order to avoid being prosecuted for
war crimes. And in return agreed to help
the Arah armies. The Jews of Israel knew
that in this war. it had to be victory or
death.
The Arabs were defeated on the battlefields in 1948, and suddenly they realized
that they hail about 800,000 refugees in

their countries. whom the% bad no ited in
during the war. They thereupon deported
eitiz(ms. Setenmost of their !liaise .11.tt
bundled sivty II sand Juoos who were deported bad no plare to go but Israel. They
and property behind
left their 1
them, Vi c acceptetl them in Israel like
.S_ jobs and edubrothers, glik I‘ ’he’ll I
cation. Ou the oilius hand. the Arab countries long. ti Mat the Arah refugees were
their brolliurs and kept Me r(-fug.-es as a
political weapon. in refugee camps. Of
course. they blamed till. Jr% S and Israel
for their problems.
PROSPEROUS ARABS
We must rementher, however. what Israel did for the Arabs who chose not to
believe Arab propaganda. hut who stayed
to help build the new Israel. The cornililill Aral, charge toulas is that Arabs in
Israel are sit,111.1-11:1-,
This is not
true. It is being said by the Arab c
tries
in order to disert the attenti llll of the
world away In
the prosperous Israeli
Arabs and Iowan! the refugees_ creatures
of .1)...1) creation. The facts are that Arabs
in Israel enjoy full rights of citizenship,
are free to vote. alill are represented in
the
Parliament, hold jobs, receive
free governmentally -supported health care,
are 11111Cail’ll in Arab schools and worship
at Arab mosques.
Clver the year-. the %rah; first goal has
been to destroy Israu.l. lit our OW11 (lay, we
have seen the gross al I1 organizations such
as El Eatali and thy Palestine Liberation
Organization. Thy Araks regard ale acts
of these organizae s as heroic. Some of
these "heroic- deeds include the bombing
of Israeli SI110111. busses. airline. offices,
crowded market plaees. and hijacking
planes.
The Arabs purpose was to bleed the Israelis until there would come a day when
they would me stronger than the Israelis,
so that their goal of c pies would be
:whim ed.
In \lay 1967. Egypt felt that their moment haul come. After the Soviet Union
ull
than a bill’
lollars of military hardware into Egypt including jet
fighters and I
bers, tanks guns, etc.,
and advised by it sands of Russian army
advisers, they ii gilt that they would
he al de to destroy Israel. Nasser declared
war by closing the Straits of Ti ran in the
Red Sea. Jordan and Syria signed a treaty
with Egypt to destroy Israel and they mobilized their troops on the borders surrotinuling tiny Israel. Once again the Jews
were lull alone. They were only a few
against 100 million Arabs %Ito acted with
the help of Communist Russia.
I

SIX-DAY WAR
The Arabs were defeated in six days. All
the ’world asked how this was possible.
The answer is sirs simple. The Israelis
did not hate tuiuy alternatit e. Their choice
was either life or death. They chose life.
During the past 22 years, former Prime
Nlinister Ben-Gurion, as well as other Isincluding the presraeli prime in
Nlinister Golda Mein, propowil
ent Pr!

and are still proposing, that Israel is willMg to meet the Arabs anywhere, even in
Cairo, Damascus or Ammen, to make peace
settlement, and to find a soh ulilmul for all
the parties invoked in the area. These
proposals wer( ignored by the Arabs to
the present day.
Israel ins aye’ the Arabs to the negotiation table., but the Arabs refused and, instead. demanded that Israel return to her
pre-1967 war lines as a precondition to IIPgotiations. I The Arabs may think that the
world forgot the fact that they wanted to
destroy Israel, anul that Israel merely
wanted to live at peace with her neighbors.) While they have retained their attitude of stubbornness, Calllllll unist Russia
has replaced all the Arab losses and given
them once again over a billion dollars in
military hardware. Russia. by the way. has
done this for the Arabs because she thesires to control Arab oil, and strategic positions in the Middle East.
We tell the Arabs that we do not forget
the facts of history. Israel should not give
up one inch of the occupied territories
until the Arabs come to the negotia
table and make peace settlement.
Arab students at SJS are claiming
that former Israeli prime minister, Ben
Gurion, said with pride: "The State of
Israel was created by force and shall be
maintained by force." This is not true. Insaid with pride: "In
deed, Ben Gun!
spite of the fact that seven Arab countries
attacked the little state of Israel, and tried
to destroy her, this country was created
by selfolefense, and shall be maintained
hy self-defense without any help of other
countries:’
PEACE PLAN
The big question is: How do we Israelis
suggest a solution to the problems of the
area?
1. The Arabs sl Ill stop all acts of war
and terrorism.
2. The Arabs should recognize Israel as
a state on an equal basis with all other
countries in tht world.
3. The Arabs sl Id come to the negotiation table with the intention of making
peace.
4. The refugee problem should be considered from the point of view of both
sides.
The world seems to forget that there
were 760,00(1 Jewish refugees who fled
from the Aral) countries after 1948. t’ichat
actually occurred was not the creation of
a refugee problem, but rather, an exchange
of native populations in the same general
area.)
We were told by the Arab students at
SJS last week: "Possible solutions are extrensely difficult." On the contrary, they
are not. The solution is difficult because
the Arabs make it difficult by not negotiating and by continuing acts of war.
gh of
We say to them: "It’e’ve had 4’
your 1001 night stories." If the Arabs want
a solution, they should "come to the negotiating table and try to find the golden
path for all the parties involved in the
Middle East."

()tyska’.
That’s how the huaul cop who led San
Jo.e.. finest outo tour casiiiilin last week
described the busts that day.
But at least he ssa candid about the was
police mathe all lIit arrests_ carrying
demonstrators elowil it. the paddy %stigmas
like sacks of flour.
’flit. college au l
’strat
has not been
so candid. It has been practicing ot yrkill
on campus radicals since last spring. bat
is still calling that repression -protteting
the tanaptis lllll intanity.".
And Dr. Burns. called by Cham.ellor
Duruke "a sery lis e candidate- for the
permantnt presidemy here, men %%eau
so far as to ,as the demonstrators
:1111411
10 be arreAI11.Both those statemtnts are ,11 alasurd
that few students hase taken I kern seriously. Nobody wants to IIe arrested. And if
Dr. Burns ever went through the hell of
raising hail and paying a lam er or men
serving time, he’d know better than to
say that.
As for suspending the 24 "known disrupters- to "protect- students. I challenge
ad
trators to produte one student who
walks about in (mist:int fear of those. shaggy-haired initIlectuals in RANI or 51)5.
Most students are attar, that it was the
Radical Action Mos entent %% hick worked
hardest and longest to makt the October
and November peatt marches happen so
well.
And as for RA Ws brawling tactics at
the anti-recruiting illmonstration, it setms
only just that if a student is so eager to
work for corporations that profit from war
I i.e., the nation’s top three dtfense contractors I. then he should be rtatly to fight
for the right to do so.
Not that I dig violence, mind you. I
really think that if RAM or SUS wanted
to tnlarge the campos e llllllll unity that is
concerned and actit e about basic social
injustices, they might hate. g lllll about
their de llll mstrations in a more peaveful
way.
But w !tether their tactics wtre right or
wrong is not the issue. Last spring when
SDS set up a peaceful "counter exhibit"
during Police Week. the eollege nuos ell to
remote the group’s ri.glits as a recognized
campus organizatimu. The Student Aetit i, retie.s Board_ ishicli made Mat dueis
cently approted by the administration.
even ruled at first to fine Stk.; SI.000. It
only %s him it discovchanged that &cis.
ered there is no %s ay to collect such a fine.
Today, 24 per-ons lease received letters
orthring them suspended from campus for
two weeks. Campus security, still pouring
over photos taken at the demonstration.
implies more letters may be sent if other
"disrupters- can be identified.
euillegr has taken no
Further lllll re.
stand on tht Trmlec- action to bring an
against any future anti-recruitinjunct
ing demonstrations.
All this has gone down usen before the
suspected disrupters has e been to court on
their misdemeanor charges. In its eagtrness
y. the
to -protect the campus c
college seems to be forgetting the ronstitaiDonal right of dile process before law. and
the credo -innocent before proven guilty.Why this overkill? I’ll be looking into
that and maybe git e a rap on it ill a future
. . .
col
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Macy s Ski Shop
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Complete with step-in bindings. A multi -laminated, no wax bottom and an inlaid plastic top
edge.

NOW ONLY

I YEAR GUARANTEE

$25.00

REG. $42.00

Women’s
Ski Sweaters

SANDOVIK
SKI POLES

100% acrylic fibre; machine washable; in embroidered patterns; crew
neck and turtle neck.

A Swedish Import at $10.00
NOW FOR YOU AT

$8.00

ONLY
SWEATERS ON
THE STREET FLOOR

SKI SHOP, LOWER LEVEL

$10.00

Remember, Macy’s rents ski equipment
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Five inch wide ties
Unbelievable exclusive patterns

Fine 1000. Cotton
Available in Many Colors

Pure Virgin Wool
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Naturalizers
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Risques

Roblees

Sbiccas

Pedwins

Christmas

Evans

Valley Fair Center

MERCHANTS LUNCHEON
Daily
SANDWICHES
Roast beef

3 piece, includes vest, pants, and skirt

WEST GATE

Corn beef

VALLEY FAIR

Pastrami

Assorted novelty patterns. Sizes 5 to 13

Turkey

San Jose Paint
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KAY JEWELERS

ATTENTION ARTISTS!

NOW ONLY
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The lamp that follows
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your every move
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Orlon blend

SHOP
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We’re
famous
for
Irish
coffee

VARIOUS SALADS
HOUSE DRESSING
HOME MADE PIES

FOOD HOURS 11-8, MON.-FRI.
SAT. 11 ’TIL 6

BRING THIS AD FOR A
FREE
CUP OF COFFEE

BIRTHSTONE RINGS

GRODINS

Our complete Christmas selection

Famous Maker Pants

at your disposal
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Many fine stripes and
colors

Your one stop family shoe store
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SLACKS
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FAVORITES
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The Fashion

Women’s Apparel

REG. $22.00
NOW

Stay warm
on the way
to your 7:30 class

The Original
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REG. 522.00
NOW

Martin Varsity
Jacket

Lambs wool, pull over

NORTHLAND MEDAUST SKI PACKAGE
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Pa uson’s

"Belly Warmers

LOCATED ON THE LOWER LEVEL

FAMOUS NAME

11:00 a.m. TO 4:00 p.m.
8th STREET &
SAN SALVADOR

Free bus transportation to Valley Fair Shopping Center for
resident hall students. The bus will leave from the corner of
8th and San Salvador by the student resident hall every hour
on the hour. It will return from Valley Fair on the half hour.

REG. Sl.SO

NOW

88c
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Lopez Initiates Revival Crusade
To Awake ’Sleeping Campus Giant’
;

.
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Lopez was referring to his
"Strearhead Revival Campaign"
designed to unite campus Christians
The lirst of the revival meetings is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
tiirught at the SJS Memorial
’hapel with a song and testimony
orvice until $30 when Lopez will
iiliver the message.

EURO

"The giant I am speaking of is
spiritual giant," he explained.
pri-ents the Christian p0-

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

OAKLAND TO LONDON

$145

big enough to
West Coast,"
We challenge
,1, out on faith and
ai Ca:a with us."
-

NAY
LEAVE MARCH 2?

OAKLAND TO LONDON

Th.. zealous preacher said that
.1 ,. 1 ’1,perld his street
aishile because he
:eit a ;maga Christian front
aeraimplish mole.
uld

$249
LEAVE MARCH 21
RETURN

isss

Ss
s.

APRIL 5

-We don’t have any set pro’ 1: said. "We’re going to
a:, Spirit do the work,"
I. citing in scripturi
.
his follias-

Rrser..at;on or Information
phone

For

(415)

ers to ’Seek ve first the kingdom of Gal."
"The Spearhisid Rivival Campaign" is sponsored, however, by
several groups both on and off
campus. ni eluding Campus Crusades for Christ, and the Christian Church of Los Gatos. "We
are not bound by these groups,
however." confided Lopez.
The purpose of the revival is
to bring the Christian faith into
a rim: petspeetive, Lopez said
"People are tired of church
vanity, liturgy and all that." he
noted. "In this revival we ccgoing
to do it the New Testainent wry.
we’re wring to let Grid
nninils’St
himself."
Initially scheduled for Friday
evenings only. Lopez announced
that revival meetings will be held
Ott Tuesdav nights ;is svi11 in the
SJS chapel. Ile earlier had spreulated that if response was great
enough meetings would he held
every night of the week.
Liipez. who has been in eonthei
with many scatterrl
elements on canna’s, prim,
honse tar
sc,:.

392-8513
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
EVERY NIGHT
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Fred Hampton and Mark Chirk
were slain last Thursday in a
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:1
Sen. Robert 1.6
he would "fast until death" if
ptison officials don’t reduce his
isolation on Sao Ottemin’s 1)eath
RORust\A II hin :

irioiri

W. SANTA CRUZ AVE.
354-3350

S.F. Desegregation
Dvelve
S,\\FANc
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ihilciren filed a class suit
in I’ s Distriel Court yesterday

SUNDAY THRLI THURSDAY 6-11 P.M.
FR:DAY AND SATURDAY 6-2 A.M.
itic,iiti2 plat, tiPr

Police Proof

Sirhan Eats Again

and for the finest in Steak and Lobster
C4.0"

u ho like

versity of Hawaii,
lie’ will be on leave from SJS
it the end of the current semester. Beginning next fall, he wi41
become a professor of American
history at the University of Hawaii with an assignment in the
area of planning programs and
institutes for the teaching of his ’it the collegiate and seeon",11t le II levels.
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Christmas
Sneaking
Up?

Miduhlc’ "c I’ounty Superior Court
by Judge Thomas J. Spring. It
enjoined the Blacks from continuing the sit-in in engaging in
any further disruptive demonstrations

Leader Arraigned
1.1>5 A

N I
LES
Charles NI, Manson. leader of a
nomadic (alit whose members arc
charged in eight murders, came
iourt for arraignment Thursisked about his rights and
ainiincil to being represented by
a public defender.
Manson 35 short, slight, bushy
haired and is called "God" and
"Satan" by followers who attributed to him hypnotic powers - won a continuance of arraignment after questioning the Judge.

Panel To Discuss
’Encounter’ Topic
"The Place of Encounter in
Education" will be the topic of a
symposium to be held on campus tomorrow.
Presented by the activities section of the Speech and Communications Department, the symposium will include both professional and student speakers from
on and off campus.
Those involved will discuss
some of advantages and disadvantages of the use of encounter
in education, according to Michael Morretti, assistant professor
of speech -communications and
faculty adviser for the group.
A panel discussion will include
Di.. Ted Balgooyen, professor of
speech - communication; Dr.
Thornton Hooper, Psychology Department; Dr. Cal Hylton, associate professor of speech-cornmunications; and a soviet worker.
Following the panel, the participants will break up into small
groups with panel members.
The "Place of Encounter in Education" will begin at 10 a.m. in
the I..0Ina Prieta Room of the
College Union. Admission is free.
For further information is available from Morretti at ext. nit
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"The Virg:n President" is a fiestory intended to serve as
a background of bizarre events
I hat. of course. vouldn’t possibly
happen in this country. Mid in
the form of a -muck" history, the
story has no basis in fact. "But,
then. neither does much teal his:IS we demonstrate." accord: producer Severn Darden.
I v-thr 14 the film. Grzume
.ruson, says that "tlit film is
lilt a free:who> ling combination
.1,
ir Strangelove" and
although the sitni, ri I E,,tettiitirial. We dei’h. Virgin Presici the Goldwater
.,;
a lot of people were
iainia
Mann what would happen if sorreone were elected who
t iliSt get it into his head to
to% the \Vol Id"
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the film will be
:;7, cents
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vice president, will become dean
of academic planning at the Uni-

Visoeia ted

po..
bat

pros itled

at 6:30 and 9 in the Loma Prieta
Room of the College Union.

Melendy To Leave
SE for Hawaii

Today s Top News
At A Glance
l’t
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The College 1)11011 Priigram
I arard is presenting the fil:n "The
Virgin Presklent" Sunday night

The bus will be leaving near
the dining commons at 11 a.m..
noon, 1, 2, and 3 p.m., and will
bring students back on the half
hour.
Admission to the bus will be
by dorm activity card.
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CUPB Slates
Bizarre Film
Sunday in CU

The Valley Fair Merchants Association is sponsoring a bus
to take students ot the residtnci
halls to Valley Fait on Saturday.
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’The Cage’ Illustrates
’Sadistic Prison Life’

SJS Drama Production

They Literally ’Live Like Pigs
be
iilay that is ehosen
-cmesworth spending a
-tameter on. It has to contrd..,
thing in order for the east and
directoi to spend so much time
on it."

By VICKI RANDALL
Fine Arts Writer
If you’ve seen the red :and white
"1.ive Like Pigs" buttons that
have been around the campus
lately. don’t be alarmed. They
have nothing to do with the Police. They are an advertisement
of next week’s performances of
John Arden’s play entitled "Live
Like Pigs."
Directed by the Di ama Department’s David Copelin "Live Like
Pigs" is this semester’s presentation of the Rehearsal and Performance Class. The 15 members
of the class are cast into the various roles of the play. They meet
six hours a week all semester,
and perform the play at the
end.
When asked why he chose this
particular play iconsidered to be
an "adult" diamai, Copelin replied, "Quite frankly because it
had a lot of women’s parts. There
is always a problem in any theatre group, of what to do with
the actresses. ’Live Like Pigs’ has
about 14 parts for women."
"Of course," he continued, "any

SAWNEV

The play itself is about the
Sawney family. They arc reltse:ited from a condemned tram car
to a middle class housing project
in Northern England. A conflict
develops immediately bet w eet
the Sawneys, who literally list’
like pigs, and their "respectable ’
middle class neighbors.
Covelin feels that "Live Like
Pigs" is not a straight-forwar.:
social drama, but that it also
shows the influence of Isith
"AlShakespeare and Brecht.
though Arden is a contemporary
at
playwright, I don’t feel he"
to include him in the same
the Fr.day, December 12, 1969
gory." he says. "In fact,
time element isn’t really a eriterion. Plays that were originally
written 2500 years ago are just
now coming into their own."
CONTRAST
Another reason Copelin chose
this play is because it is a cannast to most of the main plays
done by the drama department.
While the others are usually site:111Ni "tried and true," "Live
Like Pigs" is a relatively new
play, and more experimental in
nature. "And besides," he adds,
"I’m doing my thesis on John
Arden."
Since the students an, responsible for the entire production.
sevend of the east members are
both actors and crew. Students
responsible for the props and
costumes, as well as both stage
managers are also in the play.
"The class has worked very
hard on this pn.cluid’on," Copelin
remarks. "We’ve had to put in
some extra rehearsal time since
six hours a we:di is kind of
short. We have really had a lot
of fun, and I think the students
are really excited about what
they’re doing.

The PENINSULA Y.A.G. (Young
Adult Group 21-29) presents a
CHANUKAH THING, featuring a
liee band and refreshments at CON
GREGATION BETH -AM, 26790 Aras
traders. Road. Los Altos Hills, Sunday DECEMBER 14 at 8:30 P.M .
Donation $1.75, for info. call 961.
7173 or 369-0720.

Fashion
Photography
Eddie

Willlianis

naisera I ati9Z
Photography

GOOD EXPERIENCE

1st

257 S.

a lot of people VentIld graduate
without
Irian the department
hosing had any practical acting
experience. Everyone who signs
up for this class is latet cast
in the play."
Copelin says this production
"won’t be a real polished one,
Somebut that’s not critical.
thing will be happening on that
stage."
Major roles in the produetion

"A class like this offers a good
opportunity to students w h
aren’t cast in any of the main
plays," he continues. "Otherwise

251-2830

SP1RTA1 A’\ TR1-C
Sunday, December 14
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Mitt: \ I NI.
MIN ill
otol. a I Ilo hook of Iterelation
".4 Iranian. 4 W at and I
5:15 P.M.
’M. HMI \I
John Host, Pretident of tinertrem
GUI’S( spanker

(BOTH AT TRI-C BLDG., 3rd & San Antonio)

Howard’s

has low

prices.

The most eye-catching sights in
the exhibit are a pair of large
three-dimensional paintings done
by Sam Parraz. It’s better to nee
them than to try to describe
them in print.

1

"THE %Asti- Today and tomorrow al s15 p.m. in the SJS
College Theater. Admission is $1
for students anti $2 for general
invited. National music fraternity presenting an impromptu and
stars Richard Brown and Elena
Mathews.
PHI MU ALPHA COLLFAHUM
Tonight at 7 in Music 150. Admission is free and the public is
free. National music fraternity
presenting an impromptu and
informal concert featuring the
work of Bach.

too. I

t’)

Not all Christmas gifts have
to be purchased in department
stores. The San Jose State Potter’s Guild will he holding a week
long Christmas pottery sale in
the College Union from Dec. 1519.
The pottery work of SJS art
students will be available to interested buyers. Also, 15 per cent
of the profits will be sent to the
Indians currently occupying Alcatraz Island.

at 8 p.m. at San Jose Civic Auditorium. Sponsored by the Music
Dept. and featuring the massed
SJS music students. Soloists are
Janet Williamson, Margaret Gorham, Michael Zarnpiceni and David Myrvold. $1 admission charge
for adults and free for children
under 12 when accompanied by
adults. Directed by Robert Manning.

will

meaningful

results

CHRISTOPER PARKENING
CONCERT Thursday, Jan. 8 at
8:15 p.m. in the College Union
students, $1.50 for faculty and
Concert featuring Christopher
Parkening and his classical guitar. No admission charge for SJS
students. $1.50 for faculty and
staff and $2.50 general admission.

LEE XICHAELS CONCERT-

SHAW INTERNATIONAL THEATRES, INC.

552 S. Bascom Ave.

ACADEMY AWARD
WINNER
BEST DIRECTOR -MIKE NICHOLS
JOSEPH E LEVINE

1h,
qoplic 9ac

CHANUKAH
PARTY
Sat. Dee. 13 8 p.m.
N. omen’s Gym rm.

101
FREE ADMISSION

Program and Special Chanukah food & refreshments

eue4tra *vita

Songs
Dances
Skits

Poetry
Fashion Show
FREE: Friday, December 12
7:30 p.m. Morris Daily
a Chicano Cultural Program

560.110NG
eatePppese
LIVE MUSIC - FREE

To make the lime more enjai able for those
who remain in the area this weekend, we will
have live music in
basement during our Fri.
nite 9 to midnight sale. C
listen, enjoy,
I join jill antI carry away good feelings with
you.

FRI. NITE SALE
9-12 MIDNITE
English Groups Only
$3.19 for $4.98 list
$3.81 for $5.98 list

IT’S liStit

reduced 504 each

NEW RELEASES

.21ept.
John and Yoko

"THE

CONJUGAL BED"

EXCLUSIVE WEEK!

SAN JOSE PUBLIC
ENGAG/:MENT
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WE KNOW THAT IT WAS GREAT,
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FRIDAY, DEC. 19
PEY1-RVED SEATS
140W 014 SALE
AT BOX OFFICE
OR BY MAIL!

2r). . ,

BARB BA STREISAND WALTER MATTHAU
4
MICHAEL CRAWFORD
HELLO, DOLLY
0?vR \13 5
,,nER’,aft mrs

Israeli Student Drganisation and
Inlet, .11.1.1 Nerring, onitnittre

Sponhorrd by

$2.95 Canned Heat (Vintage)
$3.19 Best of Traffic
$3.19
Masked Mauraders
$3.81 Ten Tangle (Basket of Light
$6.52
Feliciano (Alive Alive-0) (Double L.P.)

THE
GRADUATE
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is gioitiriif

higher priced

/AKE NICHOLS
LAWRENCE TURMAN ,

Towne Theatre 1433 The Alameda

.41111.1;
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GROUP DRAWING SHOW
Art works by Roy DeForrest.
Jerry Gooch, Peter Soul, Marvin
Jones and others exhibited in the
College Union until Dee. IS. No
admission charge.

"LIVE LIKE PIGS" --Wednesday, Dec. 17 and Thursday, Dec.
18 at 7:30 p.m. in the Studio
Theatre in the Drama building.
Admission is free hut tickets
must be obtained in the Drama
Dept. office prior to the performance. Contemporary "dark comedy" which tells the story of the
Sawney

HILARIOUS CO -HIT

1

1

Wednesday, Dec. 17 at 8:15 p.m.
in the College Union. Concert
feturing Lee Michaels wih Commander Cody and the Lost Planet
Airmen. $2 admission charge for
S.IS students and $3 for the general public.

AN AVCO EMBASSY FILM
TECHNICOLOR’ PANAVISION.

I

sceEEt.

HARSH DIALOGUE
The harsh dialogue and frequent use of four-letter words
was most effective in adding to
the play’s vivid representation of
prison life. There were numerous
touches of humor throughout the
play also, but it became a tragicomedy when the humor was
overshadowed by the overall tragic mood of the drama.
Following the play, a "con-

The rest of the small exhibit
consists of a variety of works by
Arnold Favela, Sam Plazas, anti
Louis Guttierrez. Artworks like
these help provide students and
the public with at better understanding of Chicano culture.

Cinema Burbank

STEREOPHONIC SOUNL
N,P4ETR000L0R
ifyiDE

lions, and that only througn
public’s awareness of this t.

.---

7th & Santa Clara

4441!;144141

The destructive nature of prison life along with the sadistic
treatment of prisoners by guards
is well illustrated throughout th.
drama Homosexuality is also emphasized as a predominant aspect
of prison life.

Events and Happenings at SJS

Christmas Sale
By Art Students
In College Union

Howard’s Crystal Creamery
7 a.m.-10:30 p.m. Tues.-Sun.

hatchet (played by Clucheyi.
is the self-appointed leader tit
the group, who go through a
series of "mock episodes" iii
which Hatchet imagines himself
as a military captain, a priest
and a judge. Through these enactments, Cluchey successfully
satirizes a number of social institutions such as the military,
religion, and the judicial system.

SPARTAN DAILY -5

The works illustrate the versatility of Chicano artists, with
many different themes and mediums represented in the exhibit.

Take her to Howard’s
for dinner

tr.r.

The play, written by Rich Cluohey, director of the acting company, involves three prisoners.
Hatchet, Doe. and Al, anti their
treatment of a newcomer. Jive.
to the tell.

rts

’
won- wets held with
ti.
,
nie: .r.ers it the company.
!
which members of the
were able to ask them
The basic message of the it.,:
wire Theater, as revealed dor:
the "confrontation" is that Ir.
problem of reh:tbilitating
%lets and fonner eonvicts lies
in improving the conditions
prisons, hut in improving II!.
conditions of society. These tilt
feel that criminals are largeiN
victims of socio-etonomic cond.

anti its attempts to improve

FOUR INMATES

holding her eyes in her hand is
one of the drawings contributed
by Elihu Caranzas. She also contributed a betutifully-done chalk
portrait of an aristocratic-looking
man.

lie an Ale/
*th

The occasion was the production of the revealing &Lona, "The
Cage," written, directed anti 1)1.1’ft/rims’ by the Ilarbwire Theater
!if San Francisco, made up entirely of former inmates of California
irisons.

An exhibit of Chicano artwork
encompassing cultural art. abstract paintings, and social protest is on display through today
on the third level of the College
Union.

A drawing by Lupe Ramos
shows a Mexican -American with
a chain :Intl padlock clamped
across his face. Another of his
w.irks displays three anguished
faces.
One of the paintings by Maria
Gat funkel Gonzalas is of several
skeletal faces and hands. A girl

VIRGINIA GoLDEN
Fine Arts Writer

’The LOME! Prieta Rogn of San
Jose State’s College Union became a prison for a few hours
Tuesday evening, as a capacity
crowd witnes.Ned a true account
of the interactions of four men
lucked in a prison cell

Chicano Art Exhibit
On Display in Union

MIKE BLOOMFIELD CONCERT -Tomorrow at 9 p.m. in
the College Union. Dance featuring the music of Mike Bloomfield.
$1.50 admission for SJS students
and $2 for general public.
MESSIAH -Tuesday, Dec. 16

DEC. 13 -- COLONIAL CHRISTMAS PARTY AT WOODSIDE

tt

are played by Joseph Hanreddy
as Sailor Sawney, Neal Newman
as (*.al, David Stone as Mr.
Jackson, Karen Wright as Rachel
and Diane George as Mrs. Jackson.
"Live 1.ike Pigs" will show
next Wednesday and Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Studio Theatre. Tickets ate free, but they
have to be picked up in the
Drama Office, SD100.
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:ate basketball teams will play
iturny at 8 p.m. on the SJS
;art.
It isn’t the University of Santa
Thiri 01. California -or the SJS
..irsity.
It
the Spartan nosh squad.
*hich was 4-0 going into a late
r test last night against PC.11 Davis.
. .; SJS froth will battle (’ol. a. in San Mateo. one of the Bay
college
tress’s
junior
better
piints, in what should be a tough
. ime.
Admission will be free. according to [rush coach Stan Morrison, who promises an exciting
giune. Morrison’s et ow is threatening to re-write the frosh record
books and several of the nosh
appear to lie future varsity stars.
Johnny Skinner leads the flesh
in scoring prior to last night’s
prime with 871 points and a 20.8
twerage.
Dayid i:ainZa 115.8i, Gary Gni81 and Jan Adarnninl
;tine’ ;
\ Waging

* Parkas
* Ski Racks
* Skis
$
* Stretch Pants
* Toboggan Boots
s,

.,
:,z. RED FRONT SKI SHOP ,
SAN JOSE
:.
434 S. FIRST
Z’
292-5585
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foga es and will joln Skinner in
the starting lineup Saturday
night.
The other starter alIt be 6-6
Dave Paul, who had his 1-iest
game in the Spartababe’s 66-65
victory over California with 10
points.
Kris Sorenson, who hit 19
paints in the Spirtababes’ first
two vietories, missed the last two
contests with an ankle injury and
is doubtful for the CSM encounter.

-

The Spartababes had relatively
little trouble winning their first
three games against the Stanford and POP froth and City College of San Mateo. But they
proved they could win the close
ones against Cal.
Morrison hiss high praise for
Bulldog coach Jack
(’SM.
Avina "one of the best coaches in
California. He always gets the
most out of his material ... and
he has some pretty good talent
this year.

Utah Lures
SJS Cagers

SKI RENTALS & SALES
s:$
$ * Buckle Boots * Toboggans * Saucers

I1

-

Inhibit.

:,":"..,...W./..;;V:,:,,,’,W:..,’,’,"~00,0000 .

s,
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Trosh Special’
On Tap Saturday

ECONOM1’
IMPORTC

Frill 1 1 -1
hon. I 1.
to London. l,lil:li I.

ner-mher

The first of eight tough Rocky
Mountain area road games is on
tap for the SJS varsity eagers toMild when the Spartans tackle
Utah in Salt Lake City at 7
o’clock PST
Following tonight’s contest,
SJS shifts to Provo to meet
Brigham Young Saturday night
at the same time.
There will be no radio braadeast of either game.
The Spartans, 1-3, will be trying to solve the late-game scoring
problems which have plagued
them in the early sessions.
Following the weekend’s activity, the Spartans will spend
much of the holiday season
traveling in the Rockies while
meeting the likes of Denver,
Wyoming, Colorado State and
Nevada-Reno.

AA’ Le
1z-sperm! Records r
’

The Spartans’ 1969 Gymnastics Squad

Spartan Gymnastics Squad Makes Nog
Home Appearance Tonight in invitational
SJS’ 1969-70 gymastics team
makes its initial home appearance tonight when the Spartan
tumblers take part in the Eighth
annual SJS Invitational. Action
is slated to get underway at 7
p.m. t*t the Men’s Gym.
Mir
is 50 cents for students, SI f r adults.
Clan Jeonett resumes the bead
coaching duties following a year’s
sabbatical. The Spartan gymnasts
had a dual meet record of 7-6 in
1968 under the direction of Bob
Peary. who is now at Washington
State.
SJS has only one other home
appearance during the 1969-70
campaign, playing host to the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association championship’s. March 27-28.
California is expected to dominate tonight’s meet, as the Bears
have developed one of California’s
top gymnastic contingents over
the last few years. Topping the
Berkeley tumblers is import Minoru Morisaki, wry) Marital in
Japan as a high school champion.
Another Bear gymnast, George
(lreenfield, will provide tough
competition for young Morisaki.
Defending NCAA long horse

300 SOUTH 10th STREET
a.
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intimate warm
understanding
Golden Greats,Volume I
Dennis Yost and the Classics IV"
Spooky Every Day With You Girl
Stormy. Change Of Heart Traces
Sunny Soul Train and others
also available on cartridges and cassettes

SUNDAY
SERVICES
11:00

and
1/C.C.M.

champion, Dan Bowles, also rates
a favorite.
For the first time in several
years, the promising Spartan
team must be favored in competition against Sacramento State
College. although Cal State at
Fullerton, a newcomer to the
western area, could prove an
exciting replacement.
C7a1 State’s new coach. Dick
Wolfe, electrified audiences with
his gymnastics at Encina High
nom Morisaki. who starred in
School in Sacramento from 1963
to 1966 before turning over the
reigns to former teammate, Ray
Goldbar.

Joe Sweeney. Jim Turpin and
Doug Hills are being counted
to carry the bulk of the load for
SJS. Hills is especially strong in
flan exercise and improving rapidly in the MI -around event. Hills
placed third in the Spartans’ initial season effort last week ill
Sacramento.
Turpin is expected to score well
in floor exercise and could surprise in rings with a little 1,1 In.
nit I; rSweeney, who
ally last yeas’ in the hornono.i
bar, is considered one of the taii,
gymnasts to blossom al Sim slew%
The junior placed third in
around, and fourth in high balks the Sacramento invitational.
Bill Barnwell will join Hills and
Sweeney as the Spartans’ entries
in the all-around.
Also performing for SJS will be

Intramurals
SJS’
intramural
badminton
championship will be decided today at 12 o’clock when George
Tauter. representing Sunshine
Boys, clashes with independent
Robert Ching.
Tauter, who went undefeated in
reaching the final, needs just iv...
of three games for the title. Ili ir
Citing, front the losres’ braeltni
must take three of four gain. .
to cop the crown.
The pre-season basketball ton:
ney continues tislay and run,
through next Thursday. ri V4
leagues of eight teams each coin.
pose the tourney* that is expected
to deter in i n c relat ive tiii..,
strength For the second semesti
league which gets underway Fel,
’awry 11. Team entries will lie
due Monday. Jan. 14.
Finals in the pre -season toil.
11; y are set for next Thursday
A consolation winner will also
be determined in the individual
loagUeS.
Intramural judo competiti; in
I; -.it tires a one-day tournament,
set for ruesday, Dec. 16. All inteiv5ted participants should hat.,"
their names into varsity court
Yosh Uchida no later than non
Tuesday.

Ed Sparcino (ringsl, Steve Sinsel
I rings, side horse, parallel low
J. kit Stenlauf and Mike
Hoar exercise and vault ingi an ;
.11;\,..1;n1

sir1;

rit(0,1
Charier Jet Flights
One 1,1
Genet a to Suit Fre
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SPECIAL RATES FOR UNDER 23’s
NO DRIVERS REFUSEDFll INGS MADE
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
AUTOMOTORCYCLESRENTER’S INSUR.
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RECONCILIATION
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Hong -Kong and Tico’s San Jose.

Phone Orders 297-8421
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Compensatory School
Programs Find Few,
SAN FRANCISCO (APIThe
State Board of Education was
told Thursday California school
districts are doing "an excellent
job" in programs that do reach
poor children, but the programs
only reach ,me-third of the children needing help.
"It’s regrettable we can’t help
everyone," Dr. Wilson C. Riles,
associate state superintendent
said. "But it’s better to do an
excellent job for some ... a little
money for everybody just does
not work."
Riles said in an annual evaluatin or "Title One" federal fund

,

allocations that substantial iiprovement was made in previous
years because of a policy of ton.
dentrating bennfits for fewer
students.
lie said $71 million was divided
among 923 California school districts for 251.000 students.
He said at least $300 per student per year was needed to show
substantial improvement.
"It is sometimes politically difficult, but we can’t use the turn stile approach. We must keep
children in the compensatory pengram until they catch up with
their classmates." he said.
.
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DRESS SALE

50%

1.

OFF

On all dress selections

from our
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Mili-

tant and moderate Negro groups
organized a march on City Hall
Thursday to protest police action
against Black Panthers.
A state senator who is Negro.
meanwhile, said he was struck by
a police officers as he tried to
disperse a crowd outside the Panther headquarters Wednesday
night.
The City Hall rally was planned
to cap a call for a city-wide
strike by Black people, involving
keeping children out of schools
and staying home from work.
A city schools spokesman said
t tendanee
at
predominantly
Black Fremont High School in
South -Central Los Angeles "is
normal, it’s quiet." He said a
preliminary check showed normal
absenteeism at the 3,300-student
school.
Checks were not complete at
other area schools, he said.
Sen. Mervyn Dymally iD Los
Angeles, said about 150-200 persons were outside Black Panther
headquarters "having a songs
test" Wednesday night when officers ordered them to disperse.

’I went to the squad Val’ MO
said to the officer ’if you give me
five minutes I’ll disperse the
crowd’ and he smacked me on
the right cheekbone.
"In the meantime a force of
officers -maybe 300 of them
were moving into the are on
foot and someone jostled me and
another one grabbed me from behind."
"At that point," Dymally said.
"I identified myself --I said ’I’m
State Sen. Mervyn Dymally’ and _
the officer released me."
Police had no immediate comment on the incident.
Dymally said the students
"were singing old civil rights
songs
they weren’t bothering
anybody. I’d swear to that on
a Bible."
The students were at the corner of Central Ave. and 41st St.. I
just down the street from the
Black Panther headquarters
raided Monday night.
Three police officers and three
Panthers were wounded during
an exchange of gunfire. Police
said the raids were staged in a
successful search for illegal weapons.
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’Flying 20’ Slates Holiday Airlift
To Paiute Reservation in Nevada
one

tali

the

Paiute Indians? Flying Twenty.
Inc., does. In hopes of providing
4.000 impoverished people with
useful items. SJS’ flying club is
spsalsoring its annual Christmas
airlift to the Paiute Indian Reservation in Fort McDermott, Nev.
Flying Twrnty is asking for
canned goods, toys, household at--

It, it S,

4:101.11111,., I

tilt I a I at’ 1.1:-.

A maximum of 4.0(k) pounds of
goods will be flown to the Palates
in four aircraft on Dec. 20. the
deadline for the drive.
All expenses relating to the
transportation of goods will be
paid for by club members. In irtdition, Flying Twenty is contributing S50 worth of turkeys.
An one who is willing to make

to Ili,
Christmas Airlift shoul contact
Joe Fernandez. 287-1442. or Mike
Gilmore, 29349476, or leave useful art kit’s in Hangar 1 of Reed
Hillview Airport. Contributions
c,iri Asir he lett at the Aeronautics Building on Coleman St diet
by San Jose Airpal. For more
inf(ormation call Gilmore. 2865’750. ext 8. any aftermani

.,’a,

A COMPLETE MEAL FOR

49c
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Harvard Blacks Stage
Sit-In; 40 Suspensions

Clothe4 *we
Soutique
242 S. 3rd St.. 286-3221
04\

L.A. Black Leaders
March on City Hall

se

Frl,triv Tteeerntier 12 toilet

;
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CAMBRIDGE, MASS. (API -Harvard University suspended 40
Negro students staging a sit-in
at University Hall Thursday. The
school then obtained a court injunction ordering the students to
end their protest.
The injunction was issued in
Middlesex County Superior Court
by Judge Thomas J. Spring. It
enjoined the Negroes from continuing the sit-in or engaging in
any further disruptive demonstrations.
The students were protesting
the university’s rejection Wednesday night of a demand that at
least 20 per cent of the employees
at Harvard construction sites be
Negroes.
They were among more than
100 Blacks who forced their way
into University Hall, Harvard’s
building,
main
administration
Thursday morning.
The Blacks earlier had seized
the Harvard Faculty Club and

Studio Hour
The Women’s Physical Education department presents the San
Francisco State College Dance
group, directed by Anatol Joulowsky, this afternoon from 4-5 p.m.
in PER162. The San Francisco
group will perform Ethnic and
Advanced Ballet. Admission is
free.

disrupted work on a building
being erected for the University’s
Graduate School of Design.
They rallied first in a driving
rain in Harvard Yard, then split
into two groups. One marched
to the club, across the street from
the home of university President
Nathan M. Pusey, while the other
proceeded to the School of Design construction site.

drink all for 49e with
BIG BARNEY, french fries, and IcS
this ad. LIMIT ONE TRIO PER AD. One ad par family at
one time.

Sixth and Santa Clara

(lifer Expires Dee. 15. 1%9
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TWA put a price on your head
that even your parents
might agree to pay.
We’re out to get you home for the
holidays. Fast.
Which is something that your parents
will probably enjoy too.
Something else they’ll enjoy is our
fares for students. (Students, that is, who
are between the ages of 12 and 21.)0n
standby basis, you’ll get 40% off regular
coach fares.
Which doesn’t mean you’ll be flying
second class or
anything like that.

You still get all the great food and
TWA features like movies and stereo
music! But it won’t cost you like it does
everyone else.
And TWA flies to nearly all the major
cities in the U.S., plus we have a special
youth fare to Hawaii.
With all that going for you, there’s
only one excuse for not going home for
the holidays.
Getting your hair cut.
*By Intlight Motion Pictures Inc.
on transcontinental non-stops.

G-Ezoniivs

Warmly Lined!

SIZES 6 to16
Indians never had it so cozy. Our modern
man’s moccasins are lushly lined with
fleece. Good -to -come -home -to glove
leather, in sizes to fit every man on your gift
list. In Gredins Electric Blue box. 7.95

ALMAIEN FASHION PLAZAVALLEY FAIR CENTERSAN ANTONIO CENTER
Ship Monday thrsugk Saturday nights plenty If free parking
Shap Sundays neon te 5 P.M.

Friday. Decirmher 12 1O6O
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Europe-1970
JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
OAKLAND TO LONDON
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ONE WAY
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LONDON ’AMSTERDAM
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For

ROUND TRIP
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College, 7:30 p.m.,
Ii. Meet at 1098 Chapman St. corner of Newhall between The
Alameda and Park Ave. A class
on Buddhism is scheduled.

(.suux,xue Theta Finalist’. Christmas party and museum trip
scheduled. Further information
is available from Mary Bartlett
at 287-1711 or cheek bulletin
board outside C11150.

Wonwn’s Phyelca/ Education
Dept., 4-5 p.m., to meet in PER
162. Ethnic Studio hour by the
San Francisco State College performing dance company.

ehendeal Society 6 to 9 p.m.,
to meet in Calaveras Room, College Uniion. Christmas party for
all chemistry majors, minor and
chemistry faculty.

Intersuridty Christian
Fl p.m., to meet at 325 K
apartment 11. Bring a
50 cent souvenir wrapped up. A
chat with Paul Armstrong from
Westminster Presbyterian Church
as well as games scheduled. All
ti is are welcome.

Grape Boycott Condttee Me MGM, 10 a.m., to meet in College Union, student council roan
Chanka party, 5 p.m.. Women.,
Gym.
A special
program
planned. All students welcome

student Mobilization Committee, 12.30 p.m.. will hold a rally
on Seventh St. Speakers from
1 ’filed Electrical Workers and
profesional group; are scheduled.
Plans will be made to attend the
anti -war rally in Oakland Saturday.

(a -lice. 1-3:30 p.m. in Mini.
Gym. A free throw shooting tournament is scheduled. Tickets will
Is’ riven to attend the Warrior’s
ha,ketball game.

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

Sunday Services at 8:15,9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
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genuine crepe soles. In sand shag.

$15.95.

Every style on open display.

FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP
Unladen lash ion I ’1117i1

261.0163

SS

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU - LOW RATES .1:
coniplete

bold, bright dinner jackets

Motor sem ice

ice

ser4

ROOS/ATKINS has the "now"
formalwear* for you to rent
for your holiday proms and parties.

smog des ices

brake

tune tip

tube

SILVA TEXACO
78 SO.

Roos/Atkins

4th, SAN JOSE

(NEXT TO CLOSED SHELL)

44 STORES IN THE WEST
’tailored

by Alter Sic, of course

Serving State Students for 35 yrs.

EQUIPPED

r

-- stare I bdrrn. ac,t Laundry.
& sauna. 292.9334. 1040 S. 12th
#29.
40% OFF ON RECORDS AND TAPES!
BDRM. .nfurn. apt. avail. Dec 22
, $95/mo. 339 S. 11th St.
to
rec.
.
available.
286.3749 after 6 p.m.
.
basis.
_ . deliveries, E
. .crded. 71 ’n n. cactridges - $3."E ROOM FOR RENT - tvIale student only
Ken - 1021 High Rise Dorm: 3.5
.
r
.o housing, kitchen pri
287.3481.
.
i;
202-9763.
BIG SUR LAND. Group oppr.r..- r ONE GIRL NEEDED to share cony house
Sea views. 2000 feet, Venter. V.’
"inn before Dec. 15.
ness access. 40 acres $46
C,rmel,
P.O.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Quiet
mo 575, 15th
r
COLORED LIGHT ORGAN

MALE

297.4434

WE ARE RENTING cot‘age in Redwood
511 J rno, went to trade for
,
a; -ear school. 353-1800.
MALE ROOMMATE to share quiet corn.
cm. Private home with kitchen
rs. Call Dave 286-3025. 146 S.

EXOTIC & UNUSUAL

SKIS

SCUBA

MALE ROOMMATE 21.30.4 bdrrn. house
Owe room, straight non.
c
Call 321-0188.
if
WILL PERFORM CHORES in exchange
uSe as studio 296-3533 or

T A :4K AND REGULATOR

FIRESTONE TIPES:

kAALE ROOMMATE Needed Immed.: To
-,,
apt, near college. $50/mo.
div. student preferred
,- apt. Cali 287-7449.
MALE - ’ an room, avail. immediately.
apt. $56.rno. 628 S. 10th
’
786 0652.
? FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 2 bath with 7 others
se
SJSC $57.50 Call Peg

ACCORDION FOR SALE:
- .

AMPEX 985A

141LP ’41fAl4TED LIS%

$595
in.’

"[PM PAPER WANTED: On Plato, ArisTHE INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
S;crates
i Pay. Call: 272 renting. Foreign Students prete293
98
tact 595 S. 10th or call
5.
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY
NICE, CLEAN HOMEY 7 bdrm. db..
LEILANI HOLDEN!
needs 2 female upper division room
Egan and Lynne Faulks, Thanks lots mates immediately. No phone, plea, El
.
-ethod
Booked for Om
come by. 641 S. 11th #4.
MARY.
LOST AND FOUND (61

NEED IMMEDIATELY Female Roommate
555 -no. 4 bdrcn. house with 6 others.
7/1 c..450
2 FEMALE

UPPER-DIV. STUDENTS

-

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, ACcurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
244-6581.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San J0116,
258-4335 143 Bahama Way.
ktfit-A-Thi OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. Cdl
Esche’s, 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Fest.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mn.
A,larunn - 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Temberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371.0395. San Jas..
GERMAN -ENGLISH Translations Is y
t ’ 2367
gradu
.
--EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Term Papers. Thesis, etc.
Dependable. 294.1313
HALSTROM’S EMBLEMS - Club Emblem, made to order. Swiss LoomSatin
Stitch Chain Stitch. Embroidery. 1462
Hillsdale Son Jose. 264-2560.
EXPERT TYPING
Accurate, Neat, and Fast
PERSONALS ell 738.4129
EXPERT TUTORING - most physics &
WANTED: 15 pale Soc. 190 tenon parer math roL.rsc5. 4 yrs. college teaching
. er.nnc e. Indi...dual or groups.
On group therapy. Call 371-2453. Case
Work and Today’s Social Problems.
2,S 3399 eye,.
MEET Sue Dements in the Engineering
TRANSPORTATION (9)
Lobby. Dec. 10 thru Dec. 17.

1. 266 8816.

WOULD THE GIRL who lived with Carol
STUDENTS - Available immediately 1 Lash on 4th St. last year please call JET CHARTERS to Europe for summer.
n 5179 one way, NO
vi’’
act, furnished. $130/mo. near Mark Coln.- irt 257.2850. I have a draw- b
8,
Sellie at 293-10_32,_
ing of you,
rear. at 686 S. 8111 St.
S.1‘.
FURORE CHARTER FLIGHTS. Several
L A. and Oakland to
Frankfurt. From
". crdam.
1235 r.. $325. - roundfript $150 $185 - one.way. Coordinator: Prof.’s- Frrick Paul. 247 Roycroft. Long
90803 438.2179.
HAWAII - Join the student invasion
ci Hawaii the summer of 1970. Included
isre the Spartan Daily ClaAsifie(k
s e rem, voyage on a schooner, all airrides:Int lo Ilse needs of buoy’s student.- !
lame 5 Islands. $269 includes everything
hut meals. Write Don Gardiner, Be.
$:-;101) AT SOUTII WING
533, Aromas. Cal. 95004.
RIDERS WANTED: Route 66 leave Dec.
Harvey Funk,
P7:5054
I 7
’

REPORTING ENOI.IRER:

HEA.THERIEF

-

sooksTcks

$ARN EXTRA MONEY FOR CHRIST
MAS,
PHOTOGRAPII:
ra
757 9,97

elevator repairman (ER):
No, I don’t think so. Especially that wasted
space in the middle. Instead of that disgusting Uncle Al’s Fun Page, you could

HEATHERVE AGENC’ES

make a great social contribution by devoting it to a crossword puzzle or a
horoscope.

COLLEGE

I don’t see how asking me is
make any difference. Besides,

COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
child - OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.
10 min. from SJS. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
186.3795.
1 MALE ROOMMATE - Share 2 bed
3 other students - 2 blks
$57.52,Need by Dec. I.
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED

2- an

going

EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINwith purchase of Gold Earrings.
$7.501 Call for appointment. 297Evelyn’s 40 S. 1st St. Downtown

WOODLATHE, 12" swing, 4’ long $29.95 new. Radial Drill Press, 32" $37.50 new. 8" Ball-bearing, Tilt-arbor
table saw with 1 h.p. motor - complete
for $60 new. 292.0409 or 1 blk. from
, amps., al 60 E., 5.01 feinaniin,

’peed 5, wk. in W.
for $1095. Price incl.
(morn L.A.. food,
trip
red.
jet tosn-..
1 –
,.r.ong. Depart L.A. July
.......1 ’ Bob Woods, 371-3773.

THIS SUMMER
Europe

&

Greece

Classified Adv.
Office -J206

to

I

don’t

really care anyway. Are you sure

you’re

not comedian Torn O’Malley?
I. Next week the Reporting Enquirer seeks the answer to a question that has plagued Man for centuries: Is Certs really a breath mint or a candy
mint?

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds on cancelled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count epproximately 33 letters and spaces lot each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES

FOR SALE 131

FREE
LESS
(from
6522.

RIDER WANTED to Newport area Dec.
’ , Linda 379.4299. after

weer

Cy Lintz, Founder of the
National Apathy Party (NAP):

WAITERS.

HONDA SCRAMBLER 305. Err’
Ma7miicent condition. $500, Ca ’
294.6414 F,t 7’53
225 1985

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots. Bell Bottom Pants. Pea Coats. &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store
375 E. Hedding St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11-6. Closed Mondays.

SERVICES III

STOLEN: German Short -haired pointer
puppy 6 mos. Would the person who
took my dog on Nov. 19, please con.
sider returning him - you can’t imagine
the damage you’ve done. If you’ll return my clog. I’ll be glad to buy you
another. Please consider this request
seriously - I’m getting desperate. Call:
287.5402.
LOST - Tricolored Basset Hound on
12/3 in the area of 14t1, & Santa Clara.
Pupoy answers to the name of ’Mona."
REWARD. Call 286-5897.
LOST: Male Cat, white with dlr. grey
spots, grey tail. 2 black spots on nose.
Large Reward, S. 3rd St. Area. 295 8462.
LOST: BOOKS: Essentials of Russian.
Aristotle’s Rhetoric, Blue Binder. Dropped
on street Fri. morning, Dec. 5th. Call
295-4568.
WILL THE PERSON who took the wicker
suitcase out of the V -.tang on 12th St.
- PI EASE re,
ror paper! No
. in malbox.
questions askew
2., 4 54.
Anne-215 S

Classifieds Relevant?

HOUSING 151

c .
,
lbs., 308 cc.. 38 HP 2 ,,
Arnal rerbs. 51/2 gal ,
racing sent and are I
.
spoiler, Over $900 in,
Eke- 1.1 -key. 294.2r2

original by Clarks of England, one
of Hai best selling casuals of all time.
Rugged brushed leather uppers, with

LATE FOR CLASS?

NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper sam
Me program full time, part time, steady
a, .1 4 good men wanted immediately.
It to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
^
bonus. No exp. needed. Ea, while
earn. Transportation frn. Call to.
tAr. Looney 192-6811.
let
MALE & FEMALE: Full or Part-time Ire
& Soft Drink Vending Route.
mUST
commission. Tropical Ice Cream
6.
C. 358 N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m.
297.4228.
R/H
MALE - FFMAIF

:
in expert!
HAVE YOUR CAR
Do it yourseif. Ast ,’
)p Wash.
732 So. lit - 804 L.: .
1959 PLYM. STATION WAGON,
AUTO., V-8, $125 OR BEST OFFER.
265-3859.
’65 MUSTANG, red convertible, automatic transmission, power steering and
top - $1100. Call 265.0981.
’59 RENAULT - Good for parts. Per.
fact body, engine parts. Make offer. 495
E. William *3.
SUNBEAM Alpine Roldster - Leto ’63
Reasonable condition $525 Call 227.8836
’65 BUICK SPECIAL. 4 dr., V-8. R
Power steer., new paint. Great cond.,
Call 287.0879.
’62 VW Sunroof, AM./FM radio, rc
seats, rebuilt engine, trans. $750.
S. 11th #6.
’63 CHEVY II Wagon New tires, bro
Good condition very reliable. Or.
owner, low milage. $400 354 7128
’62 SUNBEAM ALPINE wre
dtion. R
wheels
266-8395 1., 5.30.

The

group in history will perform on
the SJS campus Wednesday. Dec.
17, when the College Union Program Board presents Lee Michaels.
Lee Michaels and his excellent
drummer Frosty. abut!: with haek

new double-breasted tux

.11,
t’ommander Cody anti
his Lost Planetary Airmen, will
play in an open-ended concert
beginning at 9 p.m.
Tickets are now available at
the Business Affairs Office located on the second floor of the
College Union. Price is $2 for
SJS students and $3 for guests.

Spartan Daily Classifieds

Tr -C, 6:30 p.m., in
Tri-C Building. Colonial Christ:11;ls party ni Waxisidse scheduled. All students welcome.

We set the scene,
the choice is yours.

rock

************** * ************* *********************

TOMORROW

ANNOUNCEMENTS (I1
and Spartan Chi, 1:30
p.m., to meet at Fiesta Lanes.
NON-PROFIT
FLYING CLUB needs stu
Il. tsvIing tournament scheduled.
dents and licensed pilots. Four aircreft
,ow membership fee & monthly dues.
257-7562 or 248-8484.
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
(For students, faculty and staff only!
Los Angeles-London- (Round-trip) Mar.
29-June 16, 11 Weeks $255. June 15Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 21 -Aug.
21. 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3, 8
Weeks $295. For application write or
call: LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave.
Cu tenCity, 90230. (408) 286-6929
539 7591.
2
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 pc-’
year to, married. good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synell
CAR it-ALIA - Gem Discount Store
parking lot - North First St. - - So,
374 South 3rd Street
‘r
1
Dec. 13. 6:30 until 9 porn
294.7033
...
by OSCA. Any cAt aed
COrne. For information call Mn,. "5 .’t.
10 a.m.-3 p.m. 263-2868. Rallyes are fun.
Only $3.00 per car not per person.
FIND YOUR PERFECT MATCH.
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE
296-3533
INDIA ASSOCIATION presents color
moJie Rhool Aur Pother’ on Dec, 14
2 p
- Morris Dailey Auditorium. Adm.
.0n. $1.50 - Members.
$7
Herbert P. Schroeder, Pastor
XMAS IN BAJA - All expenses - food
. Ion in romote El Rasa,
2
Richard W. Collin, Vicar
;en din, $160. Dec. 20-31
. or 779.2267.
STANFORD DATING CLUB
la y. get on Our encounter list.
New Memberships available now. Send
name. address and $1.00 to Hal P.O.
,r (’
8-. 391 1

2.-IT‘r & ZIP

.-man

The PENINSULA Y.A.G. (Young
Adult Group 21.29) presents a
CHANUKAH THING, featuring a
Ii,. band and refreshments at CONGREGATION SETH -AM, 26790 Ares traders, Road, Los Altos Hills, Sun.
day DECEMBER 14 at 8:30 P.M.,
Donation $1.75, for info. call 9617173 or 369-0721.

Orrhicei

STREET
ssa

Michaels Appers With Rock Group
In College Union Program Wednesday

Minimum
Three lines
One day

3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 line;
Add this
amount for
each addi

tional line

Three days

four days

Flee days

2.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
2.50
3.00
3.00_ -3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

-2.10-

.50

.50

.50

One day

50

Two days

3.003.50
4.00
11

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
1:1 Personals (7)
ID Announcements (1) El Help Wantsd (4)
0 Services (8)
n Housing (5)
O Automotive (2)
n
Tramortation
n For Salo (3)
rl tont and Found (11)

Print Name
Address

Enclosed Is $

City

Phone

for

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
$I JON STATE COLLEGE. CALIF.
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ttir SE 10 Mem.
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Ski Resorts Lack
Main Thing--Snow
its KEVIN DOVI.E
Dans sports Editor
If you’re planning on putting
on your new Lange Boots. Grand
Prix bindings and taking your
ilew Head skis to the snow this
veekend. be careful where you
go.
After a record snowfall last
sear, the stuff is as hard to find
as booze during the depression.
Squaw
Valley,
Sierra
Ski
Ranch. Bear Valley anti Echo
Summit are the only ski resorts
that will definitely be open for
skiing this weekend while several
remain question marks depending
on when the clouds decide to
burst in God’s Country.
According to the California
Automobile Association’s latest
reports, Heavenly Valley, one of
’tarts,
the most popular ski
will be closed again this weekend.
Sierra Ski Ranch reports eight
inches of new snow, bringing the
total to 30, with good skiing reported and all lifts in full swing,
Echo Summit reports a ditto
!if Sierra Ski Ranch’s report with
everything in full swing for the
first working weekend.
Bear Valley reports a total of
14-22 inches of ’mow with all
facilities in operation for their
opening week beginning yesterday.
But for the rest of the ski
areas, it’s a combination of not
enough snow or possibly just
enough to open depending on
t hose clouds, again.
Tahoe Ski Bowl reports that
it will operate on a limited basis
but if too many skiers hit the
slopes too fast it wouldn’t last

Dodge Ridge: Northern Cal’s
Closest Major Skiing Resort
Situated in the heart of the
Sonora Pass Vacationland just off
scenic Highway 108, Dodge Ridge
Is the closest major ski resort
to the Bay Area and Central
Valley regions.
Noted as a family area, Dodge
Ridge has three major ski bowls.
serviced by five double chair
lifts, a puma lift and six rope
tows, with terrain suited for skiers of all abilities.
New this season is a two-story,
$350,000 day lodge at the foot of
that area’s main Bronze Nugget
Bowl slopes. This is the third
building to be completed in the
new lodge complex.
The 30,000 square-foot lodge
houses a new scramble-system
cafeteria, administrative offices,
locker, storage, ticket and comfort facilities, plus a huge 2,700
square-foot suncleck facing the
slopes.
The old day lodge across the
parking area from the slopes has
been renovated. Upstairs now services as a "brown-baggers" lunch

area, complete with snack bar.
Baby-sitter service is offered on
the ground level. Afternoon Catholic church services also continue
to be held in this lodge.
In addition to eight special
snow grooming and packing vehicles, a new sno-go rotary and
snowplow have been added to the
large maintenance fleet to assure
complete clearing of all parking
and access roads throughout the
season.
A new shuttle vehicle also services the parking areas and loop
road on a constant schedule on
busy holidays and weekends
transporting skiers to the new
lodging complex and adjacent
centers.
Ever wonder how Dodge Ridge
got its name?
30-mile-long ridge,
side,ton
,aes rat0fhe
thatt v
a
old Mono
Trail, Dodge Ridge was named
after a pioneer who led a wagon
train through that area more
than a century ago.
Dodge Ridge offers a selection

of ski movies, including a new
production this season, titled "Ski
Symphony" and depicts the varied skiing and facilities at this
Tuolumne County resort.
Also available is "Ski-Way to
the Sun." which combines a
theme of the lore of this famed
Mother Lode region with winter
sports.
Other films include "Ski Daddies," and "Ski American," the
latter is an instructional film
featuring Ray Patton and the
Dodge Ridge ski school.
These 16nun, full color movies
run approximately 20 minutes
and may be obtained for showings to interested clubs and
groups.
Season lift ticket plans are
available for individuals and family groups.
Prices range from
$140 for the initial adult member to $100 for the second, and
$70 apiece for everyone additional or each child under 12
years of age.
Acclaimed one of the otitstand-

Statistics Prove Skiing
Can Be Safe, Yet . . .
Statistics prove that skiing
can be a safe sport, as only onetenth of one per cent of all acci-

dents

can be rated as serious.

"At least that’s the ease at
Dodge Ridge." relates general
manager Earl Purdy.
"Most first aid treatment at
our resort, and at most areas
throughout the Sierra, is for such
minor problems as sprains,
bruises, abrasions, lacerations and
blisters." Purdy adds.
But if you are 14 to 17 years
of age and this is your first season on skis and if you haven’t
had a lesson - statistics pnwe
that you are highly accident
prone.
Especially if the release bindings on your skis are not properly
fitted and adjusted.
These startling facts, as well es
those that follow. are brought to
light as a result of a three-year
Dodge Ridge Ski Petrol study and

report.
Approximately 2,000

skiers, for

instance, incurred a variety of
injuries at that Sonora Pass Resort during the last three seasons.
Aside from at least being in
average physical condition, consider these important factors before heading for Sierra and fits timing on a pair of skis.
Reconts show that sonic 34 per
cent of skiers injured on the
slopes at Dodge Ridge were between ages of 14 and 17.
In fart, youth makes up a
whopping 80 per rent of total
injuries.
Children from six through 13,
for instance, accounted for 22 per
cent.
Finishing second in this grim
race. however, were young adults
front IS through 23 years of age,
with 25 per cent.
Surprisingly, the age group
from 24 to 32 years of age accounts for a modest eight per

cent of the injury total.
When it comes to the

skieers
sex, males have the edge with 56
per rent.

During these three seasons,
newcomers to the sport accounted
for 43 per cent of all injuries.
Even more overwhelming, however, was the fact that 50 per
cent of those injured had not had
a ski lesson, and an additional 25
per rent had taken only one or
Iwo lessons,
Importance of instruction is
horne out in the statistic which
indicates that only about 9 per
cent of skiers having taken three
to four lessons are injured.
Unquestionably the most shocking statistic., however, was that
more than 1.300 skiers admitted
injury (secured because release
binding failed to function properly This provides ample proof
of the importance of properly
fitted and adjusted release bindings.
Time also figures in this stetistical report. The two largest
percentages of

accidents (recur

immediately after lunch net near
the end of the ski day.

ing competitive events of the season, Dodge Ridge will be host
to the eighth annual Far West
Ski Association Veterans’ Giant
Slalom Championships, Feb. 28Mar. 1.
Last year’s ITICPt attracted a
record field of approximately 100
racers from throughout California and Nevada, including numerous national champions.
Ridge features two
Dodge
guest slalom events each Sunday
- weather permitting -- open to
all skim.
Gold Nugget Giant Slalom races
are scheduled in the Gold Nugget
Bowl, starting at 1 o’clock. Qualifying skiers are eligible for
Bronze, Sliver or Gold Nugget pin
awards.
Dodge Ridge ski school staff
members team with a man and
woman guest skier in weekly
Pro-Am races, competing in er
slalom
giant
standard
easy,
courses. Guests on winning trams
receive complimentary lift tickets.
Having just completed his third
term as president of the Far
West Ski Instructors Association,
Ray Patton notes: "There is a
great need for qualified teachers in all FWSIA ski schools and
our association encourages skiers
interested in becoming instructors to contact area dir,ctuis.-

Disney Mineral King
Proposal Sidetracked
A lit -raided proposal by Walt
Disney Enterprises to transform
the remote Sierra valley’s Mineral King’s Mosquito Lakes Basin
into a $35 million winter sports
paradise and summer playground
has been sidetracked with such
authority that some question
whether or not it will ever come
to pass.
Disney had set a timetable for
a capacity for 5,000 skiers in 1973
and 8,500 by 1978, but those figures will require drastic revision.

FALSE START
After a couple of false starts,
the U.S. Forest Service, which
has jurisdiction over the picturesque mountain region 55 miles
east of Visalia, advertised for
recreation development proposals.
From six responses, four of them

Acknowledgement
would
The Spartan
like to acknowledge publisher,
author and columnist Hai Roberts for his kind assistance in
presenting this special ski edition in today’s Dally.
be
Rorts
is the publisher of
Skiers’ Almanne, a columnist
for the Pe ’ sula Newspaper
lne., and the public relations
director for Dodge Ridge.

termed "fully imaginative" by
Forest Service officials, Disney’s
was selected as offering the most
in eventual public benefits. That
was in December, 1965,
Disney was granted a threeyear preliminary permit, and in
early 1969 submitted a widely-acclaimed master plan that was approved by the Forest Service.
But the ever-vigilant Sierra
Club, after mulling the specifics
of the Disney proposal, filed suit
in June to prevent the Secretary
of the Interior and Secretary of
Agriculture (Forest Service bossi
from granting any permit for the
further development of Mineral
King,

STUNNED
The government and the Disney people were stunned when,
in late July, U.S. District Judge
William T. Sweigert of San Francisco issued a temporary injunction which blocked preliminary
highway work to Mineral King
- -integral to any kind of winter
development.
apattorneys
Government
pealed, and that’s where the
matter currently rests. There’s
no firm date for ttial in San
Francis/Vs Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals, but guesses have it
as early as February, as late as
June.
Meanwhile, in the words of Disney’s Mineral King pmject director Robert Hicks, the development is "in the deep freeze."

the weekend without a good
storm.
Slide Mountain will definitely
lie closed while Badger Pass in
the Yosemite area still remains a
question mark.
Dodge Ridge. the closest of the
Northern California ski areas.
reports 7-14 inches of lieu snow
but is still doubtfull it it will
open yet for the 1969-70 season
as of latest reports.
Boreal Ridge reports 10 inches
of new white stuff, but it needs
considerable help before it can
open its tows for another season.
Ski Incline and Mn, Rose could
possibly be open titter tonight’s
snow. Mt. Rose should have some
lifts open even if it doesn’t snow
tonight.
The lack of snow has put oft
the chances for SJS students seriously planning to make a camer out of skiing this winter
rather than journalism, P.E. or
psychology.
Transportation and better highways tin the ski areas have made
it easier for the average Californian to make an attempt to
tackle the slopes and most conic
back for more.
And even if you don’t enjoy
skiing the frist time you’re up in
the Stateline area, you can always walk across the street and
gamble your life away.

Ski Tours
Available
When you go to the allow, how
do you get there?
Some fly, some drive, but the
one way to have a good time
is traveling on a chartered bus
with a group of friends.
One of the pioneers of the local
snow tour travel business is Karl
B. Kosling’s Sierra Snow Tours.
Kosling’s trips leave each Friday during the skiing season from
the Peninsula and greater Bay
Area.
Squaw Valley, Heavenly Valley
and Dodge Ridge are the favorite
stopping places of these tours.
The tour includes bus transportation, room
accommodations,
meals
and entertainment
at
Stateline, Also included are reduced lift rates, tows and equipmerit for the skier.

A Day When
Snow Fell . . .
Quick quiz:
When was the last time that
San Jose had any kind of a major
snow fall?
The answer is January 21, 1962,
when an inch or two fell on
neighborhood lawns, depending on
the locality.
Since San Jose snowfalls are
rare,
exceedingly
the
event
caused all sorts of confusion. For
many area children it was their
first experience with the white
St tiff.
The snow hegan falling around
6:30 a.m. anti the storm lasted
only about an hour or so. Ity
noon almost all trace of it was
gone - except for a few tightly packed snowmen which were
quickly created by some enchanted children and intuits.

Nine Ridge’s Two-Story $350,000 New Day Lodge
New this season at Dodge Ridge is a two-story, $350,000 day
lodge. The 30,000 square-foot lodge houses a cafeteria, administretive offices, locker, storage, ticket and comfort facilities, plus
a huge 2,700.square.foot sundeck facing the slopes. The lodge is
located at the foot of the area’s main Bronze Nugget Bowl Slopes.

It is the third building to be completed in the new lodge complex.
The old day lodge across from the parking area has been renovated. Upstairs now serves as a -brown-baggers" lunch area,
complete with snack bar. Baby-sitter service is offered on the
ground level and afternoon Catholic church services.
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Prices Up, Expansion Down at Tahoe Ski Resorts
Heal, and 600 per hour capacit.
The Mena in the West Bowl also
is being lengthened and will be
1.000 feet long with a 280-fist
vertical.
The bottom of the mountain
has been improved while both
slopes have undergone re -contouring. There are now three
large areas built with the beginner-intermediate and student in
mind.
There also has been a lot of
remodeling iii the base lodge. espevially in the cafeteria and rental shop areas. The Top of the
Train has been expanded to Melnik, a second bar and additional
cafeteria seating SP41CP.
The multiple rate schedule iii -

Althisigh expansion in the S,erra ski areas is down. lift Prices
have increased for the coming
winter season.
The addition of new lifts, neZe
lodges foul other facilities is at
the lowest level in four years
But inflation has invaded the
snow country, with several resort :1 :vas having announced lift
IllereaSr, ranging from 50 emits
to $2
HEAVEN LY VALLEY
A new "hati" chair is being
installed iiii the east side of the
an International,
East Bowl
1.200 feet long. with 215-foot ver-

coffee shop. kitchen, and ski shop
sales; the third floor the upper
terminal anti installation of new
cable and chair grips.
Midweek lift rates (excluding
holiday periods have been reduted to half price for all Far
West Ski Association members,
all students 18 and over, stewardesses, and all members of the
military and their dependents.

a new "elephant train" shuttle
vehicle will service the parking
lot on busy weekends and weekdays.
The old day-lodge arross the
parking kit from the slopes has
been renovated.
Midweek chair prices remain at
$5 while weekend and holiday
rates are up 50 cents to $7 for
adults.

hilt’s an all -lift fee of $R adult
and $4 children if purchased on
the California side; $7 adult and
$3 children if bought on the Nevada side.
ISIlsiE RIDGE
The lag addition at Dodge is
spectacular two-story $300,000
day -lodge at the foot of the
Bronze Nugget Bowl slopes.
The 30.000 square-foot lodge
houses a cafeteria, administrative
offices, locker, storage, ticket and
comfort facilities plus a huge
27.000 square-foot sundeck facing
the slopes.
In addition. parking has been.
expanded for 250 more cars and

MT. ROSE

SKI INCLINE

The upper two stories of the
40.000 square-fis.e, three-story
lodge will be completed for the
current season.
The first floor will include ski
rentals, lockeis, and a teenage
room; the second floor a bar,

A new improvement has been
made in eliminating lift lines and
opening new slopes by the extension of one double chair and
the addition of a new chair.
Overall chair capacity has been
increased by 1,854 skiers.

,
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JUNE LAO

BEAR VALLEY

Highway SC

to ’Went*
FRE:.;00

e6
0
JACKSON

AUBURN

RED BLUFF

One of the three ’I’-bares has
been remodeled, and two new
rope tows have been added to the
old pair. In addition, 12 lights
have been installed to extend
night skiing to a T-bar and improve the overall lighting system.
There has been an across-theboard 50-cent price increase, with
fees set at $6.50 for the three
chairs; $5 T Bars: $4 rope tows,
$5 twilight skiing 1:30-10 p.m.:
$3.50 nght sking 4-10 p.m.
The nearby Bill Berry Museum
of Western America Skisport has
been completed, including a downstairs museum and an upper-level
chapel.
HOMEWOOD
A 1,500-foot long T-bar has
opened the back part. of Home.
wood’s slopes to intermediate and
advanced skiers.

MERCED

04. H.
’9A*0. 994.

REDDING

MAMMOTH MOUNTAIN
The No. 7 double ehairlift for
beginners and intermediates has
been completed between chair
No. 4 and the north end of the
village. It’s 3,500 feet long with
a vertical of 1,000 feet.
The new 750-ear parking lot
serves lift No. 7 about two miles
south of the day -lodge. The twostory lodge has been refaced in
it European motif. BOREAL RIDGF;

BADGER BASS

at

COPPERVALE SIG HILL
PLUMAS-EUREKA SKI

’195
liti*M0714 I0011TAtt6

.4%).t -u. -

The major Yellow Chair has a
mate, while the upper Yellow
Chair 1,560 feet long with a
284 -foot vertical, extends over
the ridge which formerly was the
uppermost terminal. The Blue
Chair has been lengthened another 2.000 feet.
In addition, a new one-story
building has been constructed
for ski rentals, ski school operations, and ticket sales.
New lift rates are $7.50 weekends and holidays; $6.50 midweek; 50 cents increase for
children.

TAHOE SKI BOWL

? s. -

941s.oj,

SACRAMWO

Located next to Homewood on
Highway 89, this spa has improved its parking, done a clearing job on existing slopes, and
replaced half the chairs on its
double-chairlift.

Slide MounIain
ML Rose Bowl 6
NEvA,.. Incline Village 0
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What you’ll find when you get there
AREA

ELEVATION

Alpine Meadows
6940-8650
Badger Pass
7290-7800
Boreal Ridge
7200-7750
Cedar Ridae
6200
China Peak
701n-8500
Crippervsli Ski Hi!!
5350-5710
rattatte
6000-6500
fanaga ideo
6600-7630
0. -inner Ski Area
7100-79041
Echo Summit
7400-7800
Granlibakken
6300-6801
Heavenly Valle:6750-10,000
Homewood
6250-6491
-June Mountain
7670-10,212
Las .en Park
67110-7300
Mammoth Mountain
8312-11,034
Mt. Reba
6100-8500
Mt. Rose
76e0-82119
Mount Shase7390-9338
Papoose Ski Area
6210-6500
Peddler Hill
6800-7283
Pla-Vada Hills
6050-6400
Plumas-Eureka Ski Bowl 5600-6000
Powder Bowl
6230-7200
Sierra Ski Ranch
7350-8210
Ski Incline
6000-7470
Slide Mountain
8200-9700
Soda Springs
6700-7200
Squaw Valley
6200-8900
Sugar Bowl
6900-8600
Tahoe Ski Bowl
6230-7000
Yuba Ski Land
6700-7000
Bumble Bee Toboggan Hill 5700
Tahoe Sno-Hill
6300

ADDRESS

P.O. Box 865, Tahoe City 95730
Ycsemite National Park 95399
P.O. Box 38, Truckee 95734
P.O. Box 1655, Alturas 96101
P.O. Bcx 128, Shaver Lake 931(64
140 S. Gilman, Susanville 96130
P.O. Box 114, Arnold 93223
P.O. Box 513, Long Barn 95335
P.O. Box 66, Norden 95724
P.O. Box 96, Statetine 95729
P.O. Box 22, Tahoe City 95730
P.O. Box AT, So. Lake Tahoe 95071
P.O. Box 163, Homewood 93718
P.O. Box 36, June Lake
Mineral 96063
P.O. Box 24, Mammoth Lakes 93146
Bear Valley 95223
P.O. Box 6, Crystal Bay, Nev. $0150
P.O. Box 271, Mount Shasta 96087
Drawer A, Olympic Valley 95801
1127 Dolores Way, Sacramento 95816
P.O. Box 87, Soda Springs 95728
680 Colorado, Portola
P.O. Box 1870, Auburn 97603
P.O. Twin Bridges 97735
Box 207, Incline Village, Nev. 8.9450
800 Monte Vista, Reno, Nev. 89502
P.O. Box 27, Soda Springs 95728
P.O. Box 2007, Olympic Valley 96730
Norden 95724
P.O. Box 305, Homewood 95718
520 Cascade Dr., Fairfax 94930
P.O. Box 25, Strawberry 95375
P.O. Box 4449, South Lake Tahoe 95705

Telephone
Number
(916) 583-4232
12091 372-4266
(916) 426-3666
(916) 727)
(209) 893-3316
(916) 237-2920
(209) 728-3627
(209) 965-3474
916) 426-357(1
(916) 544-2305
(916) 583-3005
(916) 544-3548
(916) 525-7256
(714) 648-7794
(916) 595-2221
(714) 934-2571
209) 753-2301
(7,12i 819-0704
1 IIii 926-2663
i96 383-4438
(916) 445-3567
(916) 426-3613
(916) 826-2317
(916) 583 4373
(916) 6L9-7161
(702) 831-1926
(702) 849-0852
(916) 426-3674
(916) 583-4211
(916) 426-3651
(916) 525-7479
(415) 453-9187
(209) 965-3772
(916) 544-3391

Miles From
MidPeninsula
227
223
203
405
249
312
175
157
205
203
226
215
231
300
274
300-4193
229
304
224
177
111R
277
224
199
222
240
2e2
224
204
233
239
160
215

SLIDE MOUNTAIN

FACILITIESAreas Have Rental Equipment, Ski Patrol and
Ski Instruction Unless Noted
5
I
3
1
2
1
1
5
1
1
I
1
2
2
1
2
4
2
1
1
1
1
I
2
I
3
3
1
2
1
1
2

Chairs, 3 T-bars, 5 Poma lifts, day lodge, food
Chair. 4 T-hars, overnight and day lodges, food. ice skating
Chairs, 3 T-bars, 4 rope tows, day lodge, food, night skiing
Rope tow, no ren’als, instruction or food
Chairs, T-bar, 2 rope tows, day lodge, food
Rope tow, no rentals, food, instruction or first aid
Porno lift, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food, toboggan hill
Chairs, 1 Poma, 6 rope tows, day lodges, food, ice skating nearby
Chair, 2 platters, 2 rope tows, overnight lodge, food, night skiing
Poma, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food
Porno, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food
Aerial tramway, 9 chairs, 1 T-bar, day lodges, food
Chairs, 2 Pomas, S rope tows, overnight lodging, food, night skiing
Chairs. 1 platter, 1 rope tow, overnight lodges, food
Ponta lift, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food
Aerial tramways, 7 chairs, 2 T-bars, overnight lodges, food
/ rope tow,
Phi and day lodges, food
Chairs, 1 T-bar, overnight lodging, food
Chair, 2 T-bars, oternig’t lodge, food
Porno lift, 5 rope tows, day lodge, food
T-bar, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food
Poma, 1 T-bar, 2 rope tow-, day lodge, food
Prima lift, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food, no rentals
Ponta lifts, 2 rope ’own, day lodge, food
Chair, 1 Poma, 1 rope tow, day lodge, food
Chairs, I T-bar, day lodge, food, snow making equipment
Chairs, 1 rope tow, day lodge, food
Chair, 2 J -bass, 1 T-bar, 1 rime tow, day lodge, food
Aerial tramways, 18 chairs. 6 Pomas, overnight lodging. !cf., skating
Aerial tramway, 6 chairs, T-bar, 1 rope tow, overnighgl lodging, night skiing
Chair. 1 T-bar, 3 rope tows, day lodge, food
Rope tows, day lodge, food, no instruction
Toboggan power pullback, no skiing, day lodge, food
Toboggan power pullback, no skiing, snomobile area

SPECIAL SKI REPORT INFORMATION
Area ski, snoa and Weather Reports
KPAT Sim-Forte
848-7717
U. S. Weather Bureau
558-3012
Califoi ilia State Automobile Association --------------26-3000

Road Conditions
California State Highway Patrol
General Skiing Information
Far West Ski Association

366-5741
. .. . 781-2535

Courtesy Hal Roberts, Redwood City Tribune

re

SQUAW VALLEY LODGE
Much lift maintenance was
done this summer, along with
completion of the lower cable
terminal and installation of a
small snack-bar in the upper terminal.
All -day lift rates for the cable
car, gondola, and chairs have
been raised to $8.50 for weekends
and holiday periods. Three-day
ducats have been discontinued,
with two-day weekend tickets
casting $16.

A Mighty-Mite rope tow has
been installed for beginners, and
a quiek-serviee lunch counter halt
been added. A rate change also
is being considered.
SIERRA SKI RANCH
An excess of one-half million
feet of timber has been logged to
widen all runs off the chair, plus
open new terrain. A new cable
has been strung foe’ the chair, awl
the two-mile access road from
Highway BO has been paved.
TANNENBAUM
The parking lot has been paved,
and there are plans to extend the
rope tow from 300 to at least 500
feet.
This area doesn’t open until the
week before Christmas. Operations are daily. with Mondays
closed except for holidays and vaeations. There is night skiing from
7-9:30 cm. each Wednesday and
Friday.
YOSEMITE
Expansions taken in this area
Include a new 90 by 105-foot ice
skating rink in the Curry Village
area, 80 new rooms at Yosemite
Lodge, enlargement and redecoration of the Mountain Room Boiler. a new restaurant called the
Four Seasons. and a new shop.
ping area.
BEAR VALLEY
*Mere are two different firms
building 93 condominium units
across from the lodge. with 40
of them expected to he ready this
season. In addition, 20 new homes
are under construction.
At the Bear Valley Mt Reba
ski area, the midweek lift charge
is 111)W the same as on weekends
and holidays--$7.

Also Fun

Nothing Stops Shanley!

Two Big Hills Give
Tobogganing Action
The Sierra isn’t just for skiers
-- and if tobogganing is your
thing there are two major hills
available for that, too.
Tahoe Situ-Hill is located in the
City of South Lake Tahoe at
Pioneer Trail and Al Tahoe
Boulevard.
This supervised snow play region includes 12 toboggan trails
and runs, some up to 400 feet
long. 10 sno-saucer trails; a special recreation area for smaller
children, snowmobile rentals and
trails: snack bar and warming
hut and parking.
For those interested, toboggans
and saucers are conveniently returned to the starting point by
a mechanical lift.
Information is available frmn

Tahoe Sno-Hill, Box 4449, South
Lake Tahoe. California 95705.
Much closer to the Bay Area
is Bumble Bee Toboggan Hill
near Pinecrest in the Sonora Vacationland.
Bumble Bee features Toboggan
runs on snow-banked tracks;
electrically operated starting platform and mechanical lift; a saucer hill play area for younger
children; warming hut; recreation lodge with snack bar service,
fireplace, TV, movies and games;
a nearby trailer park and parking.
More information is available
from Bumble Bee Toboggan llill,
Box 1350, Star Route, Sonora.
Both areas offer special discounts for groups and hirge

parties.

take part in

Shanley was a member of the
1968 varsity football
a star
intramural %%nisi!,
Let 1..11

Good Rates
For Students
College students, from wouldbe skiers to experts, will be able
to ski for a lot less money this
season, under a new plan announced jointly by several large
Northern California -Nevada ski
areas and the Student Ski Association.
For the first time, special rates
for college, grad, and professional
school students are being made
available through a "Student Ski
Card" program.
The plan works as follows: any
collegian with a St is lent Ski Cant
ont of 50 per
will receive a discu
cent off his lift ticket and I if he
wishesi ski lesson and rented
ski equipment when he skis on
non -holiday weekdays. On weekends and holidays the first dollar
of his all -day all -lift ticket will
be discounted.
Such prominent areas as AlBear Valley,
Meadows,
pine
Mount Rose, and Boreal Ridge
have joined with over 20 ski resorts in other parts of the country to make these reduced rates
available to collegians.
’nth -fare
Like the airline
card, the Student Ski Card costs
Ram and entitles the user to substantial savings. Students wanting a card, or a complete list of
participating areas, should write
the Student Ski Association, 11.174.
High Court, Berkeley. California ’
94708 or see their eAmpiis
resent a live.

skiers may compare their abilities to top-ranked national skiers.
A completely reconstructed 45meter jumping hill, located approximately 700 yards west of the
Boreal Ridge lodge, along with
the current cross-country course.
will be the site of the 1971 Jun- i
ior National Nordic Champion- ’
--ships.
Visitors to Boreal Ridge will
find the new Museum of Western Skisport. This museum will
depict the history of western
skiing with a colorful display of
pictures, trophies and other rare
items.

k\
k

After ski boots

t1

$11.9 cimiaren 6.95

We stock name brand ski boots, like

Lange

Koflach

Kastinger

COPE-McPNETRES
2931 F.1. CAMINO

213-2111

That’s right. Freeman’s took a pair of $25 Solomon step-in bindings and
mounted them on a pair of good quality wood skis. The skis are multi.
laminated with plastic tops and p-tex bases with steel edges and tip and heel
protectors. Actually a fine ski package at on unbelievably low price.

Skis-Boots -Poles

IS

DISCOUNTS

’4 75% OFF

Dm

1299 EL CAMINO
MOUNTAIN VIEW 967-5709
OPEN SUN. 10-5

ON!

) SKIS
4

Famous Make Multkaminated
Autornatique Veleta*
Falcon -Squaw
Mustang and many orton
Brand nowt!
Plastic bottom,
VALUES
UP TO
29.50

9

DA$LYT

Famous French Import

METAL SKIS
WE MADE U TERRIFIC BUY
ON TWA SUPERB METAL
SKIS WE HAVE A FULL
RANGE OF SIZES. BUT SUPPLY LIMITED,
HURRY!
Reg. 139.50

79,,

TURTLE -NECK
T-SHIRTS 199
BINDINGS - WAXES.

WOMEN’S
549.50. 5544
i.e.
l0:20 UN. Slimy Meets. Ilpywry
Lomb
MIENS
P. SS’. Slmy 2$,. 40.
We prmAlm NM to ’AKA mom to
OoMost froomkke &Mom

1999

to 9.99

Brand New

1999

FAMOUS BRAND

ONE GROUP OF

to 29.99

FAMOUS BRAND

PANTS

SW1S5

FAMOUS MAKE (WE CANT
PUBLISH THE
NAME
Ilk o 24.00

AUSTRIAN. WE PROMISED NOT TO
PUBLISH THE NAMES.

Form

9"

Rentals
Inducted

29 99

RIG,

FAMOUS ARANO
AMERICAN S PUNCH

ONE SMALL GROUP
FRENCH IMPORTS.

SKI PARKAS
GLOVES
TOQUES
HATS

2999

PARKAS".

59.50
.

MEN & WOMEN

MADE SY AMERICAN NIANCONIA
ALSO FAMOUS NAME
999
WE CANNOT
MENTION
Soma Immolows
to 149$

399

PARKAS :70

NYLON SHELL
WS’ & GINS &
FAMOUS MAKE

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

Butte-

AM SKI

SWEATERS

99

TOPS

E.

5,

FAMOUS
MAKES
TO t99$

00

BOOTS
299
OP

LACES - BOOT TREES - SKI PO LES - HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS

=

PRO-GOLF CLUB SALE
)

Iron
2 Weeds
Limited Supply
REG. $69.50

Left

or Right Hand

8 IRONS &
3 WOODS

2999

CARTS 9.99
8

GOLF SHOES
Broken Sizes

7999

GOLF 199
BALLS L doz.

IRON SETS Reg.

PUTTER
IRON

299
J UP

69

st DRIVER
IRON

WEDGES C99
WOODS 3 1.0

991..

O
s 0:

HEAD COVERS 99c ea

89.99

$123

599 1 CORFAM
Reg. 24 SO

16"

BACK PACKERS HEADQUARTERS
GUNSWE

TBUYDE SELL

SAVE NOW
2-MAN MOUNTAIN TENTS

)

9 Iron Sets
Reg. $178

BAGS 5.99

5999 WILSON K-28

Ccon,r!. te Set Reg. 119 50

)

PRO CLUBS

MEN’S and WOMEN’S
STARTER SETS

BACK PACKERS

(Attest Ire. Post 011ico) ill 3300

599

Lace Boots KAI," to 49.50

G.I. DOWN BAGS 1999

Wiwi Stimuli 71I Too II Csietryilillgt

THIS GROUP
FORMERLY
USED FOR
RENTAL

SNOW SHOES - SLEDS - TOBOGGANS

But then you expect this from Freeman’s Sport Center.

840 Town & Country Village. S./.
Across from Lenturyil, Hon ./44/300

SKI BOOTS

SKI PANTS

YOU’LL
WANT
SEVERAL
PAIRS

9 1

EPDXY SKIS STRETCH BUCKLE BOOTS

NEWEST, FINEST CON,
STRUCTION. OUT-PIER FORMS METAL SKIS EVERY
WAY. MADE FAMOUS by YANAMA. Reg, 109.50

These two ski packages ore a Freeman’s exclusive. Nobody else has anything like this. The price of both packages includes free binding mounting,
runaway leashes, and rubber straps to hold such a deal together.

Country Ski :.heir Oven 1a,13cuud

DISCOUNT

NOWIrUSALES

These skis are from A&T and we’ll stand behind if they don’t. We wouldn’t
sell them if they weren’t good. We call this package the Curvette and its
perfect for young beginners and women.

Freeman’s row n

Plata I Thofre
WinchetIr I Budd

NO OTHER STORE OFFERS SUCH DISCOUNTS
USE OUR LAY-AWAY BANKAMERKARD, 1ST NAT. MASTER CHARGE

Only $29.95 complete. (Call it thirty dollars).

SPORTS CENTERS

’,Ito opt from Own,. he ,

1-klitt)it/AV9If4rIV-.4t

LEFT HAND & JR. 34.99

If you aren’t a young beginner or a woman we hove a package deal for
you too. It’s longer, stronger and costs ten dollars more. It’s called the
Blitz. The Blitz has the same fine Salomon bindings only mode stronger for
larger, more aggressive skiers. Still a great value at only $39.95

S.J.
_AIME!

NOW!
7i0

You Buy the Bindings-and FREEILIN’S/
’)E,
Will Th row
in the Skis!
(almost)
the bindings alone.

253-2500
Ill 111 ,tes

It CYNIC& Or?’ IIPPVC.h, PIC

TRADE IN YOUR

SANTA CLARA

We have a complete ski package that only
costs a little more than the regular price of

Aloha Boat Sales

HOW 14s1 mart

These include anti -freeze
your radiator; windshield wiliei
that work well; a good mufti. and exhaust system; plenty ol
gasoline; a battery in top shape;
ski chains in good condition and
serviceable, preferably reinforced’
type; chain repair kit; shovel; i
and warm clothing and blankets

Toni
Sailer

YODELER

(rrutji Rates

But just the same, that istrt
had for a person who keeps hi,
bkilanee with just one pole sine,
11., no 1.41

C’aliforisia I liginv.*
trol has muscle a list of dm...,
you will need while driving ill
the Sierra snow country.

We also carry other name brand skis, such as:

N’oit
K2

*s.i

’rise

$44.95

Head
Hart

licilt,11.

Shanley has skied in
Sun Valley and Jackson lloic
Wyo., with the best of them, hut
never quite finishes toward Ds.
top.

Highway Patrol
Gives Heeded
Equipment Hints

Our SKI PACKAGE is
Only
just the thing for the
budget minded skier.
High quality equipment
can be yours with our low price. You get laminated
with fast kofix base and racing type edges, A&T aluminum ski poles, and Solomon comb i step-in bindings.

Boreal Ridge Offers
Best Night Skiing
;The popular Boreal Ridge ski
area, located on Interstate 80 at
the summit, will open its fifth
ski season the minute there is
adequate snow coverage. There is
now a minimum snow base and
apiproximately two more feet
would be needed to begin operations.
. Poreal Ridge will again have
night skiing this season. Its
slopes are fully ligEtecl by a 60,000 watt system of illumination.
The area from the lodge to the
ridge, encompassing the green
phairlift run and the No. 1 T-har,
will be lit for night skiing convenience.
The lifts will run continuously
from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m. Thursday through Sunday. Full ski
area operations, including food
service, bar, rentals, ski school,
etc., will be available during the
entire period of operation.
Boreal Ridge Ski School will
have Bill Sim as its director this
year. Sim is a member of the
Far West Ski Instructors Association and Professional Ski Instructors Association of America.
The ski school will hold the NaNASTtional Standard Race
t each Sunday, so interested

and skiing isn’t

one of them.

Discouraged
Because of The
Hi Cost of Skiing
UP, UP AND AWAYThese skiers are enjoying themselves as
they rise to the top of a Norihern California ski resort to start
their long journey to the bottom of the snow covered hill.

SKI

player, baseball
back,
player and hunch
player during the school
During the BU00010C he sisai.
.1.
a lot of his time water
and during the winter it s ,c;
to Heavenly Valley. where hi.
does most of his skiing.

There twen’t loam sports that
SJS senior Bob Shanley doesn’t

RIP SVC* NYLON.- WINN, 0., POUNDS
PIMA NYLONPARKA NYLON

4.1r.

MADE by WHITE STAG
RUCKSACKS RNA? men
PACK RAMIS
by WHITE STAG -- 11114111.11 - RIPA/CO. ore.

GUNS

WITH GREATER DISCOUNTS ON ALL

SLEEPING BAGS
STERUNG
CLIMATIC

100% DOWN

taleKINLEY OR SKIER
4499

64.50

255 lb 41.90
RIFSTDP NYLON
COVER-RIP STOP UNED
3 b 54.90
11MIAT99O aterne Mace AMP

36.611tvn6LVAWei% AWAlitt

BANHAMERICARD

FIRST

FREE 1

NATIONAL

1b4

’,as’. 1-10,ember 12, 1969

411-41PLRT VC TT FiTET

h4ASTi:R CHARGF

one pair of

t’tc".

Slope Hugging hart
CAMARO SKIS
,IEA PAIR OF HART
CAMARO SKIS

NAME

(RETAIL 5145.00). FILL

ADDRESS

IN THE COUPON AND

TELEPHONE

DRAWING DEC. 24, 1969

LEAVE lT AT OUR SKI SHOP

(need not be present to win)

C

THAT TIME OF YEARSJS students will soon be returning to

Vogg or Swallow Skis
Salomon or Cober Step-in Bindings
Montan Aluminum Poles
Free Mounting & Straps
Your Name Engraved on Ski
:.’;%$.1114,%. Ietal
2

Guarantee

$87.50

4

Swallow Fiberglass
2 yr. Guarantee

ny Regular V%
I yr. Guarantee

$74.50

$39.95

Boots from $19.95 Pants from

$9.95

Parkas from $14.95

RENTALS . , , ,WEEEKDENNEDS,DTAA,RTS
Hi

*

Skis, Double Lace Boots &

Poles

picturesque scenes such as this over the upcoming holidays,
provided of course a little of last season’s record snows grace
the Sierra slopes.

The people at Reeds thought that some customers might not want to spend
another
$200.00 for a pair of skis or $100.00 for a pair of ski boots or
$100.00 for a decent ski wardrobe. At that rate, you’ve spent your life savto
this
expensive
sitings before you’ve bought a lift ticket. Reed’s answer
uation comes in the form of real, honest ski bargains. All of the equipment
mentioned here can put you in the snow without putting you in the poorhouse. Come in and investigate.

Skis

The Best Name Brands
in Woods, Metal and
Fiberglas.

Boots

Some. Buckle, some lace
co: of
top quality at
rease lal-,!e prices.

FROM

FROM

Pants

- S1.50

* Metal & Fiberglass Skis, Buckle Boots & Poles

Ski Bargains
Real Ones

’299’
$2500

FROM $1 500

Beautiful sav,ngs here
and these pants are first

$8.00

line only.

JT’e.fisa Hare Pants. Parkas. Ski Racks. Tire Chains. Etc.

Sweaters

1 our S.1.5. Ski Club Card Gets You a 10% Discount on Rentals

Brand Name Sweaters that will
keep you warm all winter
in style.

Camp City
’21)

II

295-5600

,(1

Bank Cards \\ rut

FROM $15.

REED’S

SPOITT
.1;1
Nock

Ave.

Skiing Fever Rising
With SJS Students
right in the thick of the ski fever
rather than commute back and
forth or rent motel rooms in the
area.
According to Gene Hester, one
of the renting members of the
ATO Annex, the cabin will be
full from this weekend until the
contract expires.
Five of the skiers in thc house,
John Bickford, Bill Gehrke, John
Daly, Hester and Bob Dollar will
be racing weekly this winter
while Tim Holman, Paul Dempsey, Rich Parker and Dick Peraldo will lx. training for the
weekly slalom races.
Hester also said that film producer Jay Fraser from Los Angeles will be shooting a ski film
during Cill’i,1111as vacation with
the inenth,,i
the Annex doing
the skiing.

The skiing fever has caught on
earlier this season than any in
history and the temperature
should rise before it gets lower.
Despite the lack of necessary
skiing condition which is usually
only one, lack of snow 11 typical SJS skiing buffs have rented
a cabin in the Heavenly Valley
area of Tahoe.
The 11 are paying $1.150 for
five months of skiing in their
three - bedroom,
two -fireplace
cabin in the High Sierra.
Included in their house is wallto-wall carpeting, a large living
room and plenty of sleeping space
for tired skiers.
These 11, all members of the
Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
are doing like thousands of I iifornians are

this year

:2, I

2.-01-13113

AA, love/A

Ski for HALF PRICE through
STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION

CHRISTMAS
PRICE BREAKS ON
FAMOUS BRAND MERCHANDISE

the

COMPLETE SKI PACKAGE

CORTINA SKI PACKAGE
sheet plastic base, 28 pc. laminations, tip 8,
tail protector, interlocking metal edge Solomon W.f. Toe! With lieu stepin heel
VALUI
46 95

SALE PRICE 345

V,’ITH A STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP CARD, YOU
WILL SAVE AT LEAST $1 ON YOUR ALL -DAY LIFT TICKET
EVERY TIME YOU SKI AT PARTICIPATING AREAS

FISCHER QUICK
famous Austrian ski with Solomon combistep-in binding, and poles,
.V:1.51,101

SALE PRICE 4750

SKI ON WEEKDAYS (except holidays’)
AND YOU’LL SAVE 50% ON LIFT TICKETS, RENTALS, AND LESSONS

HONORED AT THE FOLLOWING OUTSTANDING SKI AREAS: ’

alpine
alpi

VALUE
t 13.45

I

1

Mr.
Name Miss
Mrs.

VALuE

NOW $14"

FAMOUS SWISS

100% COTTON

APOLLO MODEL
,

Berkeley, California 94709

6o

School

Advanced

IMPORTED
04 06
VALUE

688/788
oaAdOel

. TESTA BOOTS MADE HENKE

STUDENT SKI ASSOCIATION
1138 High Court

Clats: I Ii I 12 I 13 I 14 [ IGreel

NOW $1ss
SKI SWEATER

V.:31. Now $14"

Neviee
Intermediate

111111MINOMIN111111

$4.00
VALUE

Available in Sizes 8-10.14 8. 16

Men’s - Women’s /1. Buckle
143
VALUE

NOW $35

#5,0

Skiing Ability:

_State ___ zip

SKIERS’ LONG SLEEVE

TURTLE NECK SWEATERS

ISELIN CHILDREN’S

SPINNERIN SKI PANTS

MOB’S

Street
City

Genuine Fleece Lining
sue

To Jelin. Fill Out The Registration Form And Submit It With One Year’s Membership
f et of $3 or t,chitai t Your Campus Representative

1

LEATHER AFTER SKI BOOTS

BEAR VALLEY

SUNDAY
11-5

SALE PRICE 5995

HENKE SPORT - BACK ZIPPER

ON NIGHT SKIING TOOi

0NR.. Rose

OPEN

NITES

with Marker step in binding and poles.

12.105G
B0126AL
SAVINGS

meadows

REGISTRATION FORM

FISCIMAI

Preceding Easter Sunday.
on the weekend email.

I lulidays Include Christmas and New Years weeks, Feb. 12 and Feb. 23, and the week
Lessons and rentals are on an availability basis, All percentage savings ar based

Ki0

gl

PORT

777£. EL CAMINO REAL,
SUNNYVALE

.. . ...

PHONE 736-1301
Woo to B000n.o

C

411111

LADIES’ & MEN’S VINYL

AFTER SKI BOOTS

$5
All now MIRCNANDISI SIN -WI FIA.
TOP 011151 FAMOUS ORANDS MIME
NARY* ROAD EGHIGNOL 6011iSS
LAMLE NUMANIC HENCE. M ..... 11.
DIMITIN MOGGI SPORTIFf SPORT
BOGNER IDIEWEISSI
LIU ..... G MR. TIMPCO

24 HOUR SNOW
REPORT NO. 736-8888

